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Abstract
In this thesis, we study black holes in three dimensional anti de Sitter spaces by
using AdS3/CFT2 correspondence.
Quantum quenches are interesting time dependent processes of CFT2s. Especially
global quneches can be regarded as toy models of thermalizations. In the rst original
part of the thesis, We propose a systematic construction of holographic duals of two
dimensional quantum quenches. We discuss time evolutions of holographic entangle-
ment entropy in these backgrounds and compare them with CFT results. We show
how information of bulk holographic geometries, such as horizon interiors are encoded
in time evolutions of entanglement entropy under quantum quenches [1].
In the second part, we then analytically calculate the time evolution of entangle-
ment entropy for a free Dirac fermion on a circle following a global quench [2]. This
is interpreted as a toy holographic dual of black hole creations and annihilations.
Higher spin theories are toy models of string theory in highly curved spacetimes.
In higher spin theories, an event horizon of a black hole is a gauge dependent concept
because of the large amount of gauge symmetries. In the nal part, we derive an
entropy formula for general higher spin black holes in three dimensions [3] . This
entropy formula is shown to satisfy correct rst law of thermodynamics.
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1 Introduction
Although almost hundred years have passed since discovery of Schwarzchild black holes[4],
black holes are still surrounded by a lot of mysteries, and have been a most fascinating
subject of theoretical physics. These mysteries have stimulated many physicists to bring
a lot of ideas, and we are very sure that they are going to continue to play a central
role for advances of theoretical physics. This is because they provide important clues for
understanding quantum gravity, toward which we have no experimental suggestions so far.
Among these mysteries of black holes, following three problems are most important in my
opinion.
(1) Why black holes are thermal?: A black hole is merely a spacetime which is a
solution of classical equations of motion, therefore a coherent state in the corresponding
quantum theory. But due to the epoch-making work of Bekenstein[5], as well as Badeen,
Carter and Hawking [6] which were stimulated by the entropy paradox raised by Wheeler,
established the fact that black holes have temperature and thermal entropy. This means
that we regard them as coarse grained objects. But how do we coarse grain them? Some
progress have been made since the era of the secondary revolution of string theory. Espe-
cially, Strominger and Vafa [7] identied the microstates of some special black holes, and
found that the enumeration of these microstates yields the Bekenstein Hawking formula of
the black hole entropy. However the applicability of their analysis is quite limited to near
supersymmetric or extremal black holes. The goal of the study in this direction is to nd
all the microstates of all black holes, which would have tremendous impacts on our view of
nature.
(2) Information loss problem of black holes: Since black holes are themal, they
emit thermal radiations like usual black bodies. The radiations are known as Hawking
radiations. However the emissions of thermal radiations are problematic. This is because
the emissions appear to mean that pure states on black holes can evolve to mixed states.
This seems to break unitarity of quantum eld theories on them. The paradox is called
as information loss problem [8] and has been extensively discussed since its discovery. A
product of the long-term discussion is the idea of \black hole complementarity"[11] which
suggests highly nonlocal entangling structures of quantum states in black hole backgrounds.
More recently, it is suggested that the unitarity of the radiations appears to contradict with
the regularity of event horizons [9] (black hole re walls). The core of the argument is the
tension between the special types of entanglement in the presence of event horizons and
the fast scrambling natures of black holes[10]. The argument triggered various studies,
especially relations between entanglement involving black holes and spacetime structures.
(3)Black holes in quantum gravity, especially in string theory: We know black
holes in classical general relativity very well. However the descriptions of them in general
relativity are still incomplete in two reasons. The rst reason of the incompleteness is
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that all classical black hole solutions contain a singularity inside of their horizons where
general relativity itself breaks down. Second reason is that general relativity can not be a
complete theory when it is quantized, because of its non- renormalizability. String theory
is a promising candidate of quantum theory of gravity, and it corrects general relativity in
various ways. Thus it is nice to know how these stringy eects correct properties of black
holes we know, especially the singularities of the black holes.
One can easily specify a peculiar feature of black holes behind these problems. That is,
black holes have event horizons, and inside of the horizons is invisible from the outside of the
event horizon. Obviously, the thermal nature of black holes which causes various confusions,
is strongly tied to our lack of information because of the presence of the event horizons.
The existence of the singularity is also correlated to the existence of event horizons. In a
usual classical eld theory, a solution with singularities is merely unphysical. However it is
believed in the name of cosmic censorship conjecture, that in general relativity, a solution
with singularities is still physical, if they are hidden by event horizons.
Taking into account these motivations, in this thesis we would like to make small steps
toward complete descriptions of event horizons and inside regions behind them .
Our main tool to study them is gauge/gravity duality, a version of holography [20]. The
duality states that a quantum or classical gravity on d+1 dimensional asymptotically anti
de Sitter space (AdSd+1) is equivalent to a d dimensional conformal eld theory, dened
on the boundary of the AdSd+1. Since the boundary CFT constitutes a non-perturbative
denition of the bulk quantum gravity, the correct description of the event horizons in the
bulk has to be encoded in the CFT observables. The real problem is how we extract the
correct structure of an event horizon from the observables. See related discussions regarding
bulk reconstruction from the boundary CFT [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]
Here we would like to remark an important fact that to probe the inside of event horizons
from the boundary CFT, one needs to consider time dependent observables. As we can see
from the gure 1 of the Penrose diagram of an eternal AdS black hole , the static time
slice does not probe inside of the event horizon. If we choose another time slice which does
probe the inside of the horizon, the eternal black hole looks time dependent because of the
expansion of the event horizon. 2 Hence the problem is what is the CFT interpretation of
the time dependence of the black hole in the slice and what kind of observables in the CFT
are useful to hologaphically probe inside of the horizon.
In the remarkable recent paper [32], Hartman Maldacena answered the question. They
showed that the time dependence of the black hole is identical to that of a global quench
process [75] of the dual CFT. They further showed that some properties of the event horizon
are encoded in the evolution of entanglement entropy in the CFT under these processes.
A global quench is a time dependent process which can be regarded as a toy model
of thermalization. In a global quench we prepare a gapped Hamiltonian and its vacuum.
2This is quite similar to the relation between the conformal coordinate and the static coordinate of a
de Sitter space.
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Figure 1: Penrose diagram of an eternal AdS black hole. Two null lines (black) in the
diagrams are the event horizons of the black hole. The intersection of the two null lines
is the bifurcation surface of the black hole. Left: A static timeslice (blue) does not probe
the inside of the event horizon. Right: A timeslice which probes the inside of the event
horizon. In this time slice the black hole looks time dependent.
At t = 0, we suddenly make the Hamiltonian gappless, so that the vacuum state becomes
a homogeneously excited state. Analyzing the process looks a dicult task, particularly
when we compare the eld theory result with the holographic gravity result, where the
strong coupling comes into play. However in two dimensional conformal eld theories, one
can treat these processes even analytically with the help of conformal symmetry and the
boundary state formalism [75].
Entanglement entropy is the particularly interesting observable to probe global quenches.
There are multiple reasons for this : The rst reason is that entanglement entropy can be
dened for any quantum eld theory. Because of the ubiquitous nature, it is anticipated
that it captures universal natures of global quenches. Indeed we nd a universal behavior
of entanglement entropy toward thermalization in two dimensional conformal eld theories
in these quenches. As we will see later, the universality allow us to compare the CFT
result to the holographic gravity result. Second reason is that entanglement entropy is a
non-equilibrium generalization of usual thermal entropy. Actually, it was shown [75] that
at late time of global quenches, entanglement entropy take thermal value with emergent
temperature related to the energy scale of the quench. It is also important to note that
local observables, like one point functions, turn out to be immediately thermalized after
the quench therefore they do not contain useful information. 3
There various are types of quantum quenches actually. For example, we can consider a
quench where one injects energy only at one point of space. This is known as a local quench.
Similarly by changing the inhomogeneity on the initial time slice, one can realize various
types of quantum quenches. In 2d CFTs, there is a dictionary between these quantum
quenches and Riemann surfaces with boundaries. By making use of the dictionary, we can
calculate evolutions of entanglement entropy under these quenches.
3This is particularly clear from gravity point of view, because correlation functions only probe near the
conformal boundary of anti de Sitter space.
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A purpose of this thesis is to show how to systematically construct holographic duals of
quantum quenches in two dimensional conformal eld theories. The main ingredient of the
construction is the introduction of a space time boundary, which is the gravity counterpart
of a boundary state in the dual CFT. We will see how information of bulk geometries are
encoded in the evolution of corresponding quenches.
So far we only address quantum quenches on non compact spaces. When the spatial di-
rection is compact, the time evolution after a quench is more interesting because it contains
additional physics, like a recurrence of excited quasi particles. In the bulk point of view,
the non-compactness of the spatial direction correspond to taking the high temperature
limit of black holes. In the situation quantum eects of these black holes, like Hawking
radiations, do not play important roles. To consider these quantum eects, we compute
the evolution of entanglement entropy of a free massless Dirac fermion theory under global
quenches when the spatial direction is a circle. We nd a gravitational interpretation of
the result, by successive creations and evaporations of the bulk black holes.
Another insight on event horizons comes from black holes in higher spin theories. A
higher spin theory describes the interactions between gravity (spin two eld) and massless
elds whose spin are larger than two (higher spin elds). Each higher spin eld have its
own gauge symmetry (higher spin symmetry), which is a generalization of dieomorphism
invariance of the spin two eld (gravitions). The full nonlinear equations of motion of
the higher spin elds are in general highly complicated. But in three dimensional anti de
Sitter spaces , since all the higher spin elds are topological, they are described by certain
Chern Simons theories with some gauge groups G which contain SL(2;R) as a subgroup.
These theories are particularly interesting for two reasons. One reason is that they can
be regarded as toy models of string theory in spacetimes with suciently high curvature.
Another reason is that there are several conjectural holographic relations between higher
spin theories in AdS and exactly solvable conformal eld theories [97, 93]. Especially,
asymptotic symmetries of these higher spin theories in AdS3 turned to be W algebras,
which are generalizations of Virasoro algebra. From this fact, it is conjectured that a
certain higher spin theory in AdS3 is dual to a large N limit of WN minimal model [97].
For evidences in favor of the conjecture, see [97, 101, 102, 103, 104]
There is an signicant implication of the higher spin symmetries for black holes in higher
spin theories. Higher spin symmetries transform the metric of a black hole non trivially.
This means that a metric with event horizons can be mapped to another metric without
event horizons via the gauge symmetries of the higher spin elds. As a consequence, the
notion of an event horizon is a gauge dependent concept in these theories. As we have
pointed out, almost all properties as well confusions about black holes in general relativity
comes from the existence of event horizons. However, in higher spin theories, properties of
black holes are not tied to event horizons. We have not fully understand the implications
of the fact yet, hence it is important to study them.
Kraus and his collaborators found three dimensional black holes with higher spin charges
[108]. The black holes have natural CFT interpretations as saddle points of grand canonical
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partition functions with certain chemical potentials in the high temperature limit. Surpris-
ingly, they found that in a simple gauge, these black holes do not have event horizons. This
is because of the higher spin symmetries which we have pointed out, and later, they nd a
gauge where these black holes have event horizons [110].
To consider thermodynamics, they dened a regularity condition of the Euclidean black
holes in terms of holonomy of the Chern Simons connections of these black holes. By solving
the condition, and using rst law of thermodynamics, they very indirectly computed entropy
of these black holes. The results for certain black holes were compared to CFT results, and
found that they perfectly agree [115, 116].
In the absence of event horizons what kind of formula does compute the thermal entropy
of higher spin black holes? We nd a general entropy formula by applying so called conical
singularity approach which was developed by Fursaev and Solodukhin [122] to Chern Simons
theories. Similar technique were used to prove the Ryu Takayanagi formula for entanglement
entropy recently [29]. Furthermore we nd that the entropy formula satises the desired
rst law. This means that black hole entropy computed by the formula in some case has a
microscopic explanation[115, 116] .
Organizations of this thesis
Organizations of this thesis is as follows. In section 2, we mainly review calculations of
entanglement entropy in two dimensional CFTs. In the last part of this section we briey
comment on entanglement entropy in higher dimensional CFTs. In section 3, we review
quantum quenches in 2d CFT s. We mainly focus on time evolutions of entanglement
entropy under these processes. In section 4, after introducing gauge/gravity duality, we
explain holographic calculations of entanglement entropy. In section 5, we see holographic
relations between global quenches in CFTs and eternal black holes. In section 6 we discuss
a systematic construction of holographic duals of 2d quantum quenches . In section 7, we
apply our new construction to various examples, including local quenches, and an nite
inhomogeneous quench. We discuss how information of the dual spacetimes are encoded
in time evolution of entanglement entropy under these quenches. Section 6 and section 7
are based on the author's work [1]. In section 8, we then analytically calculate the time
evolution of entanglement entropy for a free Dirac fermion on a circle following a global
quantum quenches. We holographically interpret the result by black hole creations and
annihilations. This section is based on the author's work with T.Takayanagi [2]. In section
9, we review higher spin theories in three dimensions. We then consider black hole solutions
in the higher spin theories (higher spin black holes) and their thermodynamics. Finally, in
section 10 we derive a general entropy formula for higher spin black holes by making use
of conical singularity approach. We also see the entropy formula satises the rst law of
thermodynamics correctly. This section is besed on the author's work with P.Kraus [3]
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2 Entanglement entropy in eld theories
Entanglement is a useful concept to characterize a given state. Entanglement entropy
measures how much the state is entangled. Suppose total Hilbert space Htot is divided into
a sub Hilbert space HA and HB, so that Htot = HA 
 HB. Entanglement entropy for a
given state j i is dened as follows. First, we dene reduced density matrix A by tracing
out the sub Hilbert space HB
A = trHB;  = j ih j; (1)
Entanglement entropy is dened as the von Neumann entropy of the reduced density matrix
A
SA =  Tr A log A Tr A = 1: (2)
Suppose the quantum eld theory we consider is dened on a globally hyperbolic mani-
fold Rt, where Rt and  denote the time direction and the spatial manifold respectively.
We divide  into region A and its complement B. In local quantum eld theories one can
consider an associated sub Hilbert space HA for region A and its complement HB. Below
we consider this entanglement entropy.
In this section, we review computations of entanglement entropy of vacuum in conformal
eld theories. These computations are performed by making use of the replica method. The
entanglement entropy SA can be written as follows.
SA =   @
@n
Tr nA

n=1
: (3)
The TrnA in the left hand side can be regarded as a partition function on a certain singular
manifold Rn. This makes a path integral expression of the entanglement entropy possible.
Furthermore, in two dimensional conformal eld theories, these computations of Tr nA
reduce to correlation functions of certain twisted operators. In the subsection 2.2, we
explain this approach, and compute entanglement entropy of 2d CFT s on the complex
plane C. The result only depends on the central charge of the CFT. In subsection 2.4 we
also explain the computation of entanglement entropy of free fermion theory on tori by
making use of bosonizations. In subsection 2.5 we comment on higher dimensional results.
2.1 Replica method for entanglement entropy
In this subsection we introduce the replica method. The matrix element of the reduced
density matrix h+jAj i can be written as
h+jAj i =
Z
DBh+je iHtj ih jeiHtj i (4)
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Figure 2: The construction of Rn.We glue each of A  of i-th sheet to A+ of i+1 th sheet
together.
Two components in the integrand are transition amplitudes, therefore have following path
integral representations.
h je iHtj i =
Z
R 
D

(0)= 
e S[]h( t)j i
h+jeiHtj i =
Z
R+
D

(0)=+
e S[]h(+t)j i: (5)
where regions of integral R  and R+ are upper and lower half space of the spacetime
respectively:
R+ = f (T; x) j 0  T  t ; x 2 g; R  = f (T; x) j   t  T  0 ; x 2 g: (6)
We then glue the region B of R+at t = 0 together with region B of R+at t = 0 Therefore,
h+jAj i can be computed by a path integral on the region R+ [ R \A. Below we call
this region as a "sheet". The sheet contains two edges, namely region A at t = 0 of R+ and
region A at t = 0 of R . Below we denote them as A+ and A  respectively. Similarly the
trace of n-th power of the reduced density matrix tr nA is also computed by a path integral
on a certain manifold Rn. This Rn is constructed as follows. First we prepare n copies of
sheets. Then we glue each of A  of i-th sheet to A+ of i+1 th sheet together, and A  of n
th sheet to A+ of rst sheet. See gure 2. By taking an analytic continuation of tr 
n
A with
respect to n, and substituting the result into (3) we get the entanglement entropy SA.
To summarize, via the replica method a computation of entanglement entropy is accom-
plished by computing path integrals on manifoldsRn with a branch cut along the subsystem
A.
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2.2 Entanglement entropy of 2d CFTs on planes
In the previous section we see that it is convenient to analyze trnA to compute entanglement
entropy SA. In this section, we argue that in two dimensional conformal eld theories, a
computation of tr nA is further reduced to a computation of a correlation function of so
called twisted vertex operator On [50].
Suppose we take the subsystem A to an interval [u; v]. Then the corresponding singular
manifold Rn is mapped to a complex plane C via the map,
w =

z   u
z   v
 1
n
: (7)
In 2d CFTs, the one point function hTzz(z)iRn of the holomorphic part of the stress
tensor on the singular manifold Rn, is related to that of on the complex plane hTww(w)iC
in following way.
hT (z)zziRn =

dw
dz
2
hTww(w)iC + c
12
fw; zg; fw; zg = 2w
000(z)w0(z)  3w00(z)2
2w0(z)2
; (8)
where c in the expression denotes the central charge of the CFT we consider. Since one can
set hTww(w)iC to be zero without loss of generality, we nd,
hTzz(z)iRn =
c(1  n 2)
24
(u  v)2
(z   u)2(z   v)2 : (9)
Here we introduce the twisted operatorOn with scaling dimensions hn = hn = c24(1  1n2 ).
The two point function of the operator is
hOn(u)On(v)i = 1
(u  v)2hn(u  v)2hn : (10)
From the denition one can show the following identity.
hT (z)zziRn =
hTzz(z)On(u)On(v)iC
hOn(u)On(v)iC : (11)
This follows from the Virasoro Ward indentity,
hTzz(z)On(u)On(v)iC =
X
wi=u;v

hn
(z   wi)2 +
1
(z   wi
@
@wi

hOn(u)On(v)iC (12)
=
hn(u  v)2
(z   v)2(z   u)2 hOn(u)On(v)iC:
(13)
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The identity (11) tell us that the trace of the reduced density matrix tr nA and n-th
power of the two point function of the twisted operator hOn(u)On(v)iC have the same
transformation properties under all holomorphic maps. Therefore, they are actually same
up to some position independent constant,
tr nA = cn
 ju  vj
a
  c
6
(n  1
n
)
: (14)
In the expression we introduced a UV cut o a By dierentiating it, we obtain the expression
of entanglement entropy of 2d CFTs on a plane C,
SA =   @
@n
tr nA =
c
3
log
ju  vj
a
+ const: (15)
2.3 Entanglement entropy on cylinders
In the previous subsection we consider entanglement entropy of general 2d CFT dened on
complex planes. We nd the expression only depends on the central charge of the CFT we
consider. We can see entanglement entropy also depends only on the central charge when
the CFT is dened on a cylinder. This is because a cylinder can be mapped to a complex
plane via a conformal map. The circle S1 direction in a cylinder can be either the spatial
direction or the Euclidean timelike direction. When the S1 direction is the spatial direction,
the cylinder is mapped to a complex plane via
w = exp

2iz
L

; (16)
where we denote L the circumference of the circle. Entanglement entropy is derived by
making use of the transformation property of the two point function of the twisted operator.
SA(L) =
c
3
log

L
a
sin
l
L

; (17)
where l denotes the size of the subsystem A. l = jAj. Note that in the short distance limit
l L the expression is reduced to (15).
To nd the expression of entanglement entropy at nite temperature with a non-compact
spatial direction, we need to consider a cylinder where the S1 direction is the Euclidean
timelike direction. The circumference  of the cylinder is the inverse of the temperature of
the system. The cylinder is mapped to a complex plane via
w = exp

2iz


; (18)
Therefore the entanglement entropy is
SA() =
c
3
log


a
sinh
l


: (19)
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In the high temperature limit l  , the entanglement entropy become thermal entropy
(plus a divergent term)
SA()! c
3
l + Sdiv: (20)
2.4 Entanglement entropy of free Dirac fermion theory on tori
In previous subsection we derive expressions of entanglement entropy on cylinders where
one direction is non-compact by making use of conformal maps. The results are universal in
the sense that among all parameters which are needed to specify the CFT, they depend only
on the central charge. However when both spatial and time like direction are a circle S1 (ie,
the Euclidean space time is a torus), the technique developed in the previous sections can
not be applied, and actually entanglement entropy does depend on full operator contents of
the CFT. Therefore, calculations of the entanglement entropy become much more dicult,
and only few results are known. In this section we review the calculation of entanglement
entropy for massless free Dirac fermion on tori [80]. In the discussion below we take the
subsystem A to be a segment [u; v] = [0; L]
We have argued that entanglement entropy SA is derived by evaluating the partition
function on n-fold covering of the Euclidean spacetime (in this case, a torus)Rn with branch
cuts along the subsystem A.
A path integral of single eld 	(x) on the n sheets spacetime Rn with identications
along the cuts is equivalent to the path integral of n copies of elds f	kgnk=1 on a single
sheet spacetime with cuts. These elds satisfy the following boundary conditions.
	k(e
2i(z   u)) = 	k+1((z   u)); 	k(e2i(z   v)) = 	k 1((z   v)) 1  k  n: (21)
If we dene new elds k(z) by
k(z) =
nX
l=1
e
2ikl
n 	l(z); 1  k  n: (22)
The boundary conditions become twisted boundary conditions.
k(e
2i(z u)) = e 2 ikn k((z u)); k(e2i(z v)) = e2 ikn k((z v)); 1  k  n: (23)
One can convert these multi valued elds to single valued elds by introducing vertex like
background U(1) gauge elds fAkgnk=1 which satisfy,
@A
k
 =
2k
n
[(x  u)  (x  v)] ; (24)
or equivalently, I
C
Ak =  2k
n
I
C
Ak =
2k
n
: (25)
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Hence, we nd the partition function Zn on n-fold cover Rn is reduced to a path integral
of n decoupled elds on the backgound with the U(1) uxes.
Zn =
n 1
2Y
k= n 1
2

exp
Z
Ak j


: (26)
In two dimensions, a free massless Dirac fermion theory is equivalent to a compactied
boson theory with radius R = 1. The fermion eld  is related to the boson eld  by the
relation  = ei. U(1) current of the Dirac fermion can be written by the bosonic eld as
 = @: (27)
By substituting the background ux (24) into (26), the partition function Zn is expressed
by the products of the correlation functions
Zn =
k=n 1
2Y
k= n 1
2
D
e
ik
n
(u)e 
ik
n
(v)
E
(28)
When the theory is dened on a plane, by making use of the boson propergator
h(x)(y)i =   1
2
log jx  yj; (29)
we recover the entanglement entropy on a plane (15) with c = 1.
To proceed, we introduce O(n;m) which are primary operators of the compactied boson
theory with momentum n and winding number w. The scaling dimension of these operators
are h(n;m) =
1
2
 
n
R
+ wR
2
2
, h(n;m) =
1
2
 
n
R
  wR
2
2
. Their two point function on a torus with
the moduli parameter  is
hO(n;m)(z)O(n;m)(0)i =

2()3
1(zj)
2m;n 2()3
1(zj)
2 m;nP
m;n q
m;nq
m;ne4i(n;wm;l n;wm;l)zP
m;n q
m;nq m;n
:
(30)
where n;w =
1p
2
 
n
R
+ wR
2

,n;w =
1p
2
 
n
R
  wR
2

, and q = e2i . About the denition of the
eta function () and theta functions i(j), we followed the convention in [82].
The operators appearing in (28) is identied to be O( k
n
;0). In the computation below,
we impose anti periodic boundary conditions for our Dirac fermion on both the spatial and
the temporal cycle. In that case, the expression correlation function is given by
hO( k
n
;0)(L;L)O(  k
n
;0)(0; 0)iNS =
 2()
1(Lj)
4k j3(kLN j)j2j3(0j)j2 (31)
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By substituting this correlation function into (28), we obtain a expression of the entan-
glement entropy,
SA =
1
3
log


a
sinh

L


+
1
3
1X
m=1
log
"
(1  e2L e 2m )(1  e 2L e 2m )
(1  e 2m )2
#
+ 2
1X
l=1
( 1)l
l
lL

coth

lL


  1
sinh

lL

 : (32)
We immediately see the expression reduces to the temporal cylinder result (19) in the
high temperature limit  ! 0.
Yet an another equivalent expression of the result is obtained by performing a modular
transformation,
SA =
1
3
log

1
a
sin (L)

+
1
3
1X
m=1
log

(1  e2iLe2m)(1  e 2Le 2m)
(1  e 2m)2

+ 2
1X
l=1
( 1)l
l
1  lL cot (lL)
sin (lL)
: (33)
The expression is appropriate to see the low temperature limit  ! 1, where the
expression is reduced to the spatial cylinder result (17).
2.5 Entanglement entropy of CFT in higher dimensions
In general it is hard to compute entanglement entropy in higher dimensional conformal
eld theories. However at least for free eld theories, the results have been obtained by
applying the heat kernel method (see for example, [121]) to compute the partition function
on Rn. The resulting entanglement entropy contain again UV divergent parts, thus we
need to regulate them by introducing lattice spacing a (UV cuto) to get nite results.
Remarkably, the most divergent part in d dimension is proportional to the area of the
entangling region @A,
SA =
Area()
ad 2
+    : (34)
Sometimes this is called as area law of entanglement entropy [68]. Note that the result
have strong similarity to Bekenstein Hawking formula of black hole entropy in general
relativity4. This leading divergence can be naturally identied to be contributions from
ultraviolet modes which localize near the entangling surface @A.
4Unfortunately the result can not explain black hole entropy when we take @A to the bifurcation surface
of a black hole, see Figure 1. The reason is that the total entropy depend on the number of elds on
the black hole, while the Bekenstein Hawking formula is not. However the entanglement entropy can be
interpreted as 1 loop correction of the black hole entropy[121]
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The details of the divergence depend on whether the CFT is dened on even dimensions
or odd dimensions. In even dimensions, the divergence contains a logarithmically divergent
term,
SA = p0

R
a
d 2
+ p2

R
a
d 4
+    pd 2 log R
a
+ (nite parts):; (35)
where we denote the size of the subsystem A as R. Although the coecients pi; i = 0    d 4
do depend on the cuto, the coecient of the logarithmic part does not. In two dimensions,
we saw that the coecient is proportional to the central charge of the theory. Similarly
in four dimensions, this term is strongly related to the trace anomaly of the theory. The
concrete expression is derived as
pd 2 = cPc + aPa
Pc =  
8
Z
@A

Rijij  Rii + 1
3
R

+

K(i)K
(i)   1
2
K(i) K
(i)


(36)
Pa =
Z
@A
R (37)
where ni; i = 1; 2;  = 0; 4 are the unit normal vector elds on @A, and K
(i) are two ex-
trinsic curvatures of @A, Rijij = R
ninjninj, Rii = R
nini , R
 is the Riemann
tensor of the spacetime. Furthermore R is the intrinsic curvature of @A. Therefore roughly
speaking this entanglement entropy counts massless degrees of freedom of the conformal
eld theory in question.
In two dimensions, Zamoldchikov's c theorem states that if we consider RG ows, the
central charge of the UV xed point cUV is always larger than that of the IR xed point
cIR. It is intriguing to note that entanglement entropy provides a c function which connects
cUV and cIR in RG ows, and indeed c theorem can be proved by making use of a property
of entanglement entropy (strong subadditivity.) [69].
When the spacetime dimensions is odd, the nite part of the entanglement entropy is
independent of the UV cuto a.
SA = p0

R
a
d 2
+ p2

R
a
d 4
+    pd 4

R
a
2
+ pd 2: (38)
The nite part of the entanglement entropy pd 2 for a spherical entangling region @A = Sd 2
turn out to be related to the nite part of the partition function ZSd of the CFT on d
dimensional sphere Sd as pd 2 = logZSd . Recently it is conjectured that so called F
function s Fd = ( 1) d+12 logZSd in odd dimensions are monotonically decreasing along RG
ows [70]. The theorem is proved in [71] also by making use of strong subadditivity of
entanglement entropy.
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3 Quantum quenches in 2d CFTs and evolutions of
entanglement entropy
Entanglement entropy is a useful quantity to characterize not only vacuum, but also excited
states. It has been shown to be an ecient measure to probe thermalization processes since
it can be regarded as a non-equilibrium generalization of thermal entropy.
An interesting toy models of thermalization in two dimensions are proposed in [75],
known as global quenches. In a global quench, one prepares a ground state of a gapped
Hamiltonian, then excites the system by suddenly changing parameters in the Hamiltonian
so that the system becomes gappless, while keeping the translational invariance. The
resulting excited state is supposed to have both translational and conformal invariance
below the energy scale of the quench, therefore it is well approximated by a boundary state
of the gapless theory (CFT2). The observation about the initial state makes it possible
to compute the time evolution of entanglement entropy under the quench by calculating
correlation functions of a twisted operator on a strip. The resulting entanglement entropy
grows linearly in time and subsequently it is thermalized. The result is interpreted via
entangling pairs of quasi particles propagating in opposite direction.
Actually there are a variety of quantum quenches in two dimensional CFTs. For example
one can consider quenches where one injects energy only at one point of the initial time
slice. These quenches are called local quenches [51]. The time evolution of entanglement
entropy was computed by calculating correlation functions of twisted operators which was
introduced in the previous section on a plane with slits.
In general, there is one to one correspondence between quantum quenches in 2d CFTs
and Riemann surfaces with boundaries. Correlation functions of the twisted operators
on these Riemann surfaces are related to time evolutions of entanglement entropy under
corresponding quenches. The dictionary relates the energy (x) injected at each point x of
the initial time slice in the quench to the locations of the boundaries x i
(x)
in the Riemann
surface.
In this section we review various quantum quenches in two dimensional CFTs and time
evolutions of entanglement entropy during these processes, which are mainly studied by
Cardy and his collaborators.
In a typical quantum quench, we prepare a ground state of a gapped Hamiltonian at the
initial time. We then make the system gapless suddenly. In the process, the prepared ground
state of the gapped Hamiltonian becomes an excited state of the gappless Hamiltonian, thus
it evolves non trivially. We want to compute time dependent entanglement entropy of the
excited state. As we have reviewed in the previous section, entanglement entropy SA(t) of
a generic state j i for a subsystem A can be computed by the replica method.
SA(t) =   @
@n

n=1
trnA(t): (39)
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The reduce density matrix A for a subsystem A is dened as
A = trAc []  = e
iHtj ih je iHt; (40)
where Ac denotes the complement of a subsystem A. Actual computations are performed
in the Euclidean signature t!  i .
We have also seen that in two dimensional CFTs on a Riemann surface , traces of
reduced density matrices tr nA can be computed by correlation functions of a twisted
operator on . For example, when the subsystem A is an interval [l1; l2], the relation is
tr nA() = hO(l1; )O(l2; )i: (41)
The conformal weights of the operator are n = n =
c
24
 
n  1
n

, where c is the central
charge of the CFT. As we will see below, by changing the background Riemann surface 
one can change the way to quench the system. We then analytically continue the imaginary
time  ! it and derive real time evolution of entanglement entropy.
3.1 Global quenches
In this subsection we review global quenches. In these quenches we excite each points of
the spatial direction homogeneously. The resulting initial states j i are translational and
conformal invariant below the energy scale of the quench 4=, thus they can be written by
a boundary states jBi of the CFT as j i = e 4H jBi. The factor in front of the boundary
state manifests the energy scale of the quench. The matrix element of the density matrix
h1jj2i can be written as
h1jj2i = h1je iHtj ih jeiHtj2i
= h1je iHte 
H
4 jBihBje H4 eiHtj2i
= hBje 


4
 it
	
H j2ih1je H

it ( 
4
)
	
jBi: (42)
If we regard t to be a pure imaginary, the matrix element can be interpreted as Euclidean
transition amplitude where the boundary state jBi at  =  
4
goes back to itself at  = 
4
.
The amplitude can be written by path integral on a strip with width 
2
. Hence a trace of
a reduced density matrix tr nA() of these excited states can be computed by a partition
function of the CFT on the strip whose width is 
2
with boundary conditions at   
4
and a branch cut along the subsystem A at imaginary time it . The partition function
is equivalent to a correlation function of a twisted operator, which can be computed by
mapping the strip to a half plane. The strip and a half plane are related via
w =

2
log z: (43)
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The two point function of the twisted operator on a half plane have following form
hOn(w1)On(w2)iHP =
 jw1 + w2jjw2 + w1j
jw1   w2jj w1   w2jjw1 + w1jjw2 + w2j
2n
: (44)
Generically the two point function contains a function that depends on cross ratio. However
in suciently early time t  jl2   l1j or late time t  jl2   l1j, the two point function is
factorized. Therefore contributions from the function can be negligible in these limit. See
for example [52] and explicit calculations [2]. Below we assume this. By the same reason
the result does not depend on the choice of the boundary state in this limit. The trace of
the reduced density matrix trnA(t) on the strip when the subsystem A is a interval is given
by applying the conformal map (43),
trnA(t) = hOn(
l
2
+ it)On(  l
2
+ it)istrip = cn
 
sinh(2l

) + cosh(4t

)
sinh2(l

) cosh2(2t

)
!2n
; (45)
where cn is a constant which does not depend on l; t or . Because of homogeneity of the
quench, one can take the subsystem A to be [  l
2
; l
2
] without loss of generality. If we take
the high temperature limit  ! 0, entanglement entropy behaves like
SA(t) =
2ct
3
(
l
2
  t) + cl
3
(t  l
2
): (46)
Where the (x) is the step function. From the expression we see that when t  l
2
SA(t)
grows linearly in time , and when t  l
2
it takes thermal value with the inverse temperature
. The stress energy tensors on the strip is given by
hTzzi = c
24

2

2
h Tzzi = c
24

2

2
: (47)
Thus the width of the strip  can be identied as inverse of eective temperature induced
by the quench.
3.2 Inhomogeneous quenches
Having identied the width of the strip with an inverse of eective temperature after the
thermalisation, one can also consider various generalizations of the global quenches where
the energy density 1= one injects depend on the positions in the spatial direction x. These
quenches are called inhomogeneous quenches [53]. To treat them we need to deal with wavy
strips whose width depend on the position in the spatial direction.
Let us consider a wavy strip extending along the x direction, and at each x, width is
given by 1
2
( + h(x)). If inhomogeneity is innitesimally small, h(x)  , the conformal
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map which maps the wavy strip with coordinate z to the ordinary strip with width 
2
with
coordinate w is given by w = z   f(z), where the f(z) is
f(z) =
Z 1
 1
F (s  z)h(s)ds: (48)
The karnel F (s  z) is
F (z) =
1
2

tanh
2z

+ 1

; (49)
the detail of the construction is in [53]. One can get a simpler expression when z lies in the
real axis of the wavy strip and high temperature limit is taken  ! 0, because the kernel
reduces to a step function. Then the f(x) reduces to
f(x) =
1

Z x
 1
h(s)ds: (50)
One can compute correlation functions of the twisted operator in the wavy strip by using
the map w = z f(z) with (50) for arbitrary h(x) .The nal expression of the entanglement
entropy in high temperature limit is
S(l1; l2; t) = S0(l1; l2; t) (51)
  c
62
(
l2   l1
2
  t)
Z l1+t
l1 t
+
Z l2+t
l2 t

h(s)ds

  c
62
(t  l2   l1
2
)
Z l2 t
l1 t
+
Z l2+t
l1+t

h(s)ds

+
c
12
(h(l1   t) + h(l1 + t) + h(l2   t) + h(l2 + t)) ;
Where S0(x1; x2; t) denotes the time evolution of entanglement entropy in the unper-
turbed global quench. The second and the third term can be interpreted by the quasi parti-
cle picture. The quasi particles which contribute to entanglement at xed time t < l1 l2
2
are
lie in the segment [l1  t; l1+ t] and [l2  t; l2+ t] at the initial time. The total contributions
of them to entanglement entropy is
c
6
Z l1+t
l1 t
+
Z l2+t
l2 t

ds
 + h(x)
: (52)
If we set h(x) = 0, the expression reproduces the linear grow of the global quench in the
early time. Thus one can regard it a direct generalization of the global quench. Since we
are assuming h(x)  we get the second term of (51 ). Third term can be interpreted by
a similar manner.
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The time evolutions of stress energy tensors are
hT++(x; t)i = (1  2f 0(x+ t)) c
24

2

2
+
c
24
f 000(x+ t) (53)
hT  (x; t)i = (1  2f 0(x  t)) c
24

2

2
+
c
24
f 000(x  t):
3.3 Local quenches
We can consider a quench where we inject energy 1= only at one point of the initial time
slice[51]. Therefore in the quench the corresponding Riemann surface is the plane with two
slits which extend along [ i1; i] and [i; i1]. The Riemann surface is mapped to the
half plane via [51]
w =
z

+
rz

2
+ 1: (54)
Suppose we take the subsystem A to be a nite interval [l1; l2]. The time evolution of
the entanglement entropy under the quench can be computed by substituting the analytic
continuation of the map (54) into the general formula (330) of the Appendix.
SA(l1; l2; t) =
c
6
log
h
2l1 +
p
(l1 + t)2 + 2 +
p
(l1   t)2 + 2

(l1 $ l2)
i
(55)
+
c
6
log
h
(l2   l1) +
p
(l2 + t)2 + 2  
p
(l1 + t)2 + 2

(t$  t)
i
  c
6
log
h
(l1 + l2) +
p
(l1 + t)2 + 2 +
p
(l2   t)2 + 2

(t$  t)
i
  c
12
log
"
a2LQ
 
1 +
l1 + tp
(l1 + t)2 + 2
! 
1 +
l1   tp
(l1   t)2 + 2
!
(l1 $ l2)
#
:
Figure 3 show the plot of the time evolution of entanglement entropy for several values of
. At the late time t!1 the expression settles down to the vacuum value
SA(l1; l2; t)! c
3
log
jl1   l2j
aLQ
; t!1: (56)
The early time behavior of (55) depends on the sign of l1. In the high energy limit
! 0, when 0 < l1 < l2,
SA(t) =
c
6
log

8l1l2(l1   l2)2
(l1 + l2)2

; t  0: (57)
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Figure 3: Left:Plot of the time evolution of entanglement entropy under local quenches
for various values of .As we decrease , maximum value of entanglement entropy become
larger. We take l1 = 2; l2 = 5; c = 6. Right: Plot of the time evolution of energy density
hTtt(x; t)i during the quench. We take  = 12 ; c = 2.
When l1 < 0 < l2,
SA(t) =
c
6
log
4jl1jl2
a2LQ
; t  0: (58)
Time dependence of entanglement entropy SA(t) in the process can be explained by the
quasi particle picture. Let us consider the l1 < 0 < l2 case for example. In the local quench,
an entangled pair of quasi particles with speed of light is created at t = 0; x = 0 where the
quench happens. When 0 < t < minfjl1j; l2g, the entangled pair completely lie inside of the
subsystem A, thus entanglement between the subsystem A and its complement does not
increase. When minfjl1j; l2g  t < maxfjl1j; l2g one of the quasi particle lie outside of the
subsystem A. Because of this, entanglement between A and its complement increases, and
SA shows nontrivial time dependence. At late time maxfjl1j; l2g  t, both quasi particles
lie outside of the subsystem A, hence SA does not increase.
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4 Holographic entanglement entropy
The idea of holography [18, 19] is a statement that a d+1 dimensional quantum gravity on
a regionMd+1 is equivalent to a d dimensional quantum eld theory without gravity living
on the boundary of the region @Md.
A concrete example of holography is so called AdS/CFT correspondence. This is the
equivalence between quantum theories of gravity (in particular, string theory) in a d+1
dimensional anti de Sitter space AdSd+1 and gauge theories with conformal symmetry liv-
ing on the boundary of the AdSd+1. The correspondence can be naturally generalized to
dualities between theories of gravity on asymptotically AdSd+1 spacetimes and gauge the-
ories without conformal symmetry. Therefore the correspondence is more broadly refereed
as gauge/gravity duality.
Many studies were devoted to elaborate the duality since the discovery of AdS/CFT
correspondence. Among them, Ryu and Takayanagi conjectured that entanglement en-
tropy of a boundary d dimensional gauge theory is related to areas of extremal surfaces in
the dual asymptotically AdSd+1 spacetime. The conjecture can be regarded as a natural
generalization of Bekenstein Hawking formula of black hole entropy.
In this section, after a brief introduction of AdS/CFT correspondence, We explain
precise relations between entanglement entropy and extremal surfaces of the dual spacetime.
We also address the proof of the conjecture and generalizations of the formula to theories
of gravity with higher curvature interactions.
4.1 Introduction to gauge/gravity dualities
4.1.1 IIB string on AdS5  S5 vs N = 4 SYM
A typical example of gauge/gravity duality is the equivalence between type IIB string
theory on AdS5  S5 and N = 4 super Yang Mills theory with gauge group SU(N) [20].
This duality was derived by noting that there are two descriptions of dynamical degrees of
freedoms of N coincident D3 branes, which are non-perturbative solitons of type IIB string
theory. In the closed string picture the coincident D3 branes is described by a ten-dimesional
spacetime with an event horizon, and the excitations around this spacetime are described
by closed strings (IIB string theory). On the other hand, in the open string picture the
coincident D3 branes is described by four dimensional object which are decoupled from
gravity, and their dynamics are described by opens strings attaching on the branes ( N = 4
SU(N) super Yang Mills theory). Since in the colosed string picture the near horizon limit
ofthe spacetime AdS5  S5, one is led to the conjecture of [20].
IIB string theory on the background contains two parameters, namely the closed string
coupling gs and curvature radius of the AdS5 in the string unit L=ls. While N = 4SU(N)
super Yang Mills theory also contains two parameters, that are the rank of the gauge group
N and t`Hooft coupling  = g2YMN where gYM denotes gauge coupling, and it is related to
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the string coupling by gs = g
2
YM . The curvature radius of the AdS5 is related to the t`Hooft
coupling of dual gauge theory by  = L4=l4s
In the gs ! 0 and L=ls ! 1 limit, IIB string theory on the background is reduced
to classical IIB supergravity. In the dual gauge theory side the limit corresponds to large
N , large t` Hooft coupling limit. Hence one can see that the strongly coupled large N
N = 4 super Yang Mills theory is equivalent to weakly coupled typed IIB supergravity on
AdS5  S5. The observation makes it possible to convert dicult gauge theory problems
involving strong coupling into easy classical problem of gravity. Below we mainly consider
gauge/gravity duality in this regime.
By using the gauge/gravity duality we can also derive various insights regarding quan-
tum gravity and black holes. A most impressible one is the implication for the black hole
information loss problem. Since evolutions in gauge theories are always unitary, evapora-
tions of black holes must also be unitary.
4.1.2 Matching of Symmetries
There are a lot of evidences of the AdS/CFT correspondence. The most simple one is
the matching of symmetries of both sides. We know that the isometry group of a d+1
dimensional anti de Sitter space is SO(2; d) which is also the symmetry of vacuum of
d dimensional conformal eld theories. To be specic, let us dene so called Poincare
coordinate of the d+1 dimensional anti de Sitter space (z; x),  = 0;    d   1, where the
metric of the spacetime is
ds2 =
L2(dz2 + dx
dx)
z2
: (59)
L appearing the metric is proportional to the curvature radius of the spacetime. Further-
more, (59) satisfy Einstein equation with negative cosmological constant.
R =  d(d  1)
L2
g : (60)
The at Minkowski space at z = 0 is the boundary of the AdSd+1, where the dual con-
formal eld theory is dened. The metric 59 is invariant under the following coordinate
transformations.
z ! z x ! x: (61)
In the boundary directions these transformations are nothing but scale transformations.
Therefore this element of isometries correspond to the actions of the dilatation operator of
the dual conformal eld theory. As a byproduct, it turns out that the emergent z direction
corresponds to the energy scale of the dual CFT.
4.1.3 Bulk-boundary relation and dictionary
In gravity side, the excitations around an anti de Sitter space are described by various
supergravity elds fg. On the other hand, the excitations around the vacuum of the
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dual conformal eld theory are dominated by operators fOg with low scaling dimensions .
Hence there must be a dictionary between the supergravity eldsfg and low dimensional
operators in the CFT fOg. Indeed, there is a dictionary between the bulk elds and
operators in the boundary theory as follows,
 Boundary scalar operator O  ! Bulk scalar eld .
 Boundary current J of global symmetry G  ! Bulk G valued gauge eld A
 Boundary stress energy tensor  ! Bulk gravitational eld g
Suppose  is a minimally coupled scalar eld in the bulk. To specify a theory in the bulk,
one needs to impose boundary conditions on  at the boundary of the bulk z = 0. By
solving the equation of motion of the scalar eld (Klein -Gordon equation), one can specify
the near boundary behavior of the eld,
( m2)(z; x) = 0  ! (z; x)  0(x)zd  + (x)z; z  0 (62)
Where the  appearing in (62) is related to the mass m of the scalar eld as
 =
d
2
+
r
d2
4
+m2: (63)
Since turning non zero 0(x
) breaks the asymptotic AdS condition, this corresponds to a
deformation of the bulk theory. In dual CFT side, this is supposed to be related to the
deformation in terms of external eld 0(x
), ICFT ! ICFT +
R
dxd0(x)O(x).
Since two theories are equivalent, it is natural to assume that partition functions of both
sides are equal,
Zgravity[0(x
)] =
D
e
R
dxd0(x)O(x)
E
gauge
: (64)
where 0(x
) appearing in the left hand side makes the boundary condition of the bulk
theory manifest. The equation (64) is called as bulk to boundary relation or GKP-W
relation[88], and it plays a central role in studies of gauge/gravity duality since their seminal
works.
When the classical approximation is valid in the bulk, the left hand of (64) can be
evaluated by computing the on-shell actions of the bulk elds, while the right hand side is
a highly quantum object, and hard to compute in traditional techniques. This fact makes
the bulk to boundary relation (64) to be the strongest tool for studies of eld theoretical
phenomena involving strong couplings.
An example of the use of the relation (64) is the reproductions of two point functions
of CFT operators O(x). The two point functions are completely xed by the conformal
symmetry,
hO(x)O(y)i = 1jx  yj2 : (65)
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By substituting the near boundary solution (??) into the on shell bulk scalar action, we
can reproduce the two point function holographically.
4.1.4 Black branes in bulk and their CFT interpretations
In non-abelian gauge theories, there are various phases. A typical example is the conning
phases where the all particles with color charges are conned, and only colorless excitations
are allowed. There are also the deconning phases, where the colorful, gapless excitations
are allowed. At nite temperature, the free energies of the deconning phases are propor-
tional to N2, where N denotes the rank of the gauge group we consider. The free energies
of AdS black branes also scale like N2 (inverse of Newton constant), it is natural to identify
these black branes as gravity duals of deconning phases at nite temperature. One can
also check that both free energies have the same temperature dependence because of the
conformal invariance.
In the eld theory side, it is known that below some critical temperature, the deconning
phases are disfavored, and the conning phases are realized. Accordingly, in the gravity side
at some critical temperatures there are a sharp rst order phase transitions between the
AdS black branes and the AdS solitons which is a gravity dual of conning phase. These
transitions between two spacetimes are known as Hawking-Page transitions [35].
So far we have discussed that a AdS black brane is a gravity realization of a thermal
ensemble  =
P
n e
 EnjEnihEnj of the dual CFT at suciently high temperature regime (a
deconning pahse). En denotes each energy spectrum of the CFT. There is an alternative
description of the thermal density matrix  in terms of a pure state, by doubling the CFT
Hilbert space. Consider the following state (the thermo eld double state).
j i =
X
n
e 

2
En jEniRjEniL: (66)
Here we prepare a pair of identical Hilbert spaces HR = HL = HCFT , and the state j i
belongs to the tensor product of the Hilbert space Htot = HL 
HR.
Since the thermo eld double state j i involves two Hilbert spaces HR and HL, its
gravity dual has to contain two boundaries. Also, by tracing out a half of the total Hilbert
space HR or HL, we get a single boundary black brane. Therefore it is natural to guess
that the gravity dual of the state is the maximal extension of the AdS black brane. (eternal
black brane) [34]. The eternal black brane is parametrized by the Kruskal coordinates U; V
and the boundary spatial coordinates.(gure 1)
The thermo eld double state j i is invariant under the time evolution by the total
Hamiltonian H = HR   HL. HR and HL denotes the CFT Hamiltonian. Accordingly,
the eternal black brane is static under the Lorentz boost of the Kruskal coordinates U !
UetV ! V e t, see the left panel of gure 1. On the other hand if we employ a Hamiltonian
H = HR+HL, the thermo eld double state becomes a time dependent state. In the gravity
side, this corresponds to the right gure of gure 1. Thermal entropy of the ensemble is
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Figure 4: A Hartle Hawking state is derived by a path integral along a half of a Euclidean
timelike cycle. The Hartle Hawking state is connected to the Lorentzian space times at
t = 0
equivalent to the entanglement entropy of the state j i derived by tracing out a half of the
total Hilbert space.
A thermal ensemble density matrix  = e H is realized by a path integral along the
Euclidean timelike circle with period . Similarly, A thermo eld double state can be
realized by integrating along the half of the Euclidean timelike circle. The construction is
very much similar to that of a Hartle Hawking state on a black brane. Indeed a Hartle
Hawking state is derived by the path integral on half of a Euclidean black brane solution.
See gure 4. It is also intriguing to note that Israel has pointed out Hartle Hawking states
in eternal black holes can be written as the thermoeld double states (66) (66) [126].
4.2 Holographic entanglement entropy
In the papers[21], it was proposed that entanglement entropy with subsystem A of strongly
coupled large N gauge theories which have bulk duals can be computed by the area of an
extremal surface in the dual holographic spacetime.
SA = Ext
A  A
Area(A)
4GN
: (67)
Here A in the expression denotes codimension two surfaces which end on the conformal
boundary of AdS at @A of the subsystem. Furthermore A  A means that As are
homologous to the subsystem A. When there are several extremal surfaces we take the
minimal area surface.
Area of extremal surfaces are divergent at the conformal boundary of the AdS, there-
fore we need to introduce a cuto to regulate them. The same property is appearing in
CFT entanglement entropy. We immediately nd that the holographic formula pases two
nontrivial tests .
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 The area law divergence of entanglement entropy is manifest in the holographic side,
because the extremal surface intersects with conformal boundary at @A
 The holographic formula satises the strong subadditivity of entanglement entropy
[26, 27],
SA[B + SB[C  SA[B[C + SB; SA[B + SB[C  SA + SC .
The necessary and sucient conditions for a codimension two surface X(i); i =
1    d 1 to be a saddle point of the area functional are the traces of two extrinsic curvatures
of the surface vanish, = K
(a)i
i = 0; a = 1; 2. To see this, we consider general functionals
L(hij) of the induced metric hij on the surface,
S =
Z
L(hij) d
d 2 hij = g
@X
@i
@X
@j
: (68)
The greek indices denote spacetime coordinates and alphabet indices denote coordinates
on the surface we consider. Taking variation in terms ofX,
S =
Z
dd 1
L
hij

2g
@X
@i
@X
@j

=  
Z
dd 1X

@
@i

L
hij

gj +
L
hij
@gj
@i

: (69)
By using the fact that the variation of the functional L
hij
and the spacetime metric gi
vanish by applying the covariant derivative ri, ie ri Lhij = rigj = 0 , we nd,
 =
S
X
=
L
hij
 kigkj    iik
L
hkj
gj: (70)
In an extremal surface these quantities  are vanish. Since the extremal surfaces are
codimension two surfaces, there are two normal vector elds on the surface n
(a)
 a = 1; 2,
which are orthogonal to the surface. Contracting  by n
(a)
 , we get,
0 =
L
hij
 kin
(a)gkj (71)
Substituting the area functional L(hij) = dethij , we obtain the expected conditions,
0 =
L
hij
 kin
(a)gkj = K
(a)i
i : (72)
Hence we see that on an extremal surface, traces of two extrinsic curvatures vanish.
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4.3 Holographic computation of entanglement entropy of CFT2
In this subsection we would like to re-derive the entanglement entropy of CFT2 vacuum
on complex planes holographically . The dual spacetimes are the Poincare AdS3s, whose
metrics are given by (129), with  = 0; 1. Here we take the subsystem A to be an interval
  l
2
 x  l
2
, located at t = 0. We assume that the extremal surface is entirely lying in the
time slice t = 0 and symmetric under the parity transformation x!  x. We parametrize
the surface by the radial coordinate z as x = x(z), together with the boundary conditions.
x(zm) = 0; x(a) =
l
2
: (73)
We introduced a UV cuto a and maximal value of the radial coordinate zm.
The length of a given curve x = x(z) in the Poincare AdS3 is given by
A[] = 2L
Z zm
a
p
1 + x0(z)2
z
dz: (74)
Te factor 2 in front of the integral comes from the parity invariance of the surface. Since
the functional does not depend on the x(z), there is a conserved quantity,
x0(z)
z
p
x0(z)2 + 1
=
1
zm
: (75)
By solving it in terms of x0(z), we nd the following relations ,
l = 2
Z zm
a
zp
z2m   z2
dz; Amin = 2L
Z zm
a
zm
z
dzp
z2m   z2
: (76)
After integrations, we nd the following result for holograhic entanglement entropy.
SHEE =
Amin
4GN
=
c
3
log
l
a
; with c =
3L
2GN
(77)
The central charge appearing in the above expression perfectly agrees with that of
derived from the asymptotic symmetry algebra [28] or the holographic weyl anomaly in two
dimensions[47, 48, 49]. Therefore we see the proposal does pass the nontrivial test.
4.4 Cylinder entanglement entropy and global AdS3
One can also reproduce the entanglement entropy on a cylinder which is periodic along
the spatial direction x  x + R by calculating length of the extremal surfaces in global
AdS3s. Let us nd the length of them. The extremal surfaces connect two endpoints of the
subsystem A at the cuto surface z = agAdS3 .The metric of the global AdS3 is given by
ds2 = l2

dz2
z2
+ 2

dx+
z
  
2z
2R2
dx 

dx 
z
  
2z
2R2
dx+

; (78)
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here we employed a null coordinate on the boundary cylinder x = x  t. Since the
spacetime is static, it is convenient to work with the Euclidean metric by taking an analytic
continuation t ! it. Because Einstein gravity in three dimension is a topological theory,
the Euclidean global AdS3 and a Euclidean Poincare AdS3 is related via a coordinate
transformation. Let w; w be complex coordinates of the boundary plane, and u be the
radial coordinate of the Poincare AdS3.
ds2 =
du2 + dwd w
u2
: (79)
Near the boundary, the two coordinates are related via [46]
w = e
2i
R
(x+it); w = e
2i
R
(x it); u = jwjz: (80)
We take the subsystem A to be   l
2
 x  l
2
The location of the cuto surface of the
Poincare AdS3 u = aPAdS3 and that of the global AdS3, z = aPAdS3 is related by the
relation.
aPAdS3 = e
  2t
R agAdS3 : (81)
The each endpoint of the subsystem A at the cuto surface u = aPAdS3 is mapped to the
point P1; P2 of the Poincare AdS3,
P1 : (w1; w1; aPAdS3) = (e
il
R ; e
 il
R ; agAdS3) P2 : (w2; w2; aPAdS3) = (e
 il
R ; e
il
R ; agAdS3):
(82)
Hence the holographic entanglement entropy is given by
SA =
c
3
log
R
agAdS3
sin
l
R
(83)
We can immediately see that the holographic result agree with the CFT result (17).
4.5 Entanglement entropy at nite temperature and black holes
As we have seen, black holes (or black branes) in anti de Sitter spaces correspond to
thermal ensembles of dual gauge theories. Here we show how entanglement entropy at
nite temperatures are reproduced from the areas of the extremal surfaces in the dual AdS
black hole geometries.
First of all, let us consider AdS3=CFT2 correspondence. The metrics of three dimen-
sional black holes (BTZ black holes) are given by
ds2 = l2

dz2
z2
+

dx+
z
+
z2
22
dx 

dx 
z
+
z2
22
dx+

: (84)
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These metrics are derived by the modular transformations of the global AdS3 (78), R! i.
Hence the resulting holographic entanglement entropy is
SA() =
c
3
log


a
sinh
l


(85)
The result agree with the CFT result (19).
When the size of the subsystem A gets large, the nite part of the entanglement entropy
is reduced to the thermal entropy. Holographically, the fact can be understood since in this
limit the extremal surface wraps the event horizon of the bulk black brane. The metric of
the black brane is given by
ds2 =  f(z)
z2
+
1
f(z)z2
dz2 +
dx21 +    dx2d 1
z2
; f(z) = 1 

z
zH
d
(86)
For latter convenience we compactify the boundary spatial directions except x1, xi  xi +
L0; i = 2;    d  1. We take the subsystem A to be a strip,
A =

(t; x1; x2;    xd 1)
t = 0;   l
2
 x1  l
2

: (87)
As before we parametrize the corresponding extremal surface as x1 = x(z), and assume
that the surface has a turning point at zm = z. The area functional of the surface is
Area =
Z zm
a
dz
zd 1
s
1
f(z)
+ x0(z)2: (88)
Substituting the conserved charge, we nd the size of the subsystem and the area of the
surface in terms of zm
l
2
=
Z zm
a
zd 1dzp
f(z) (zd 1m   zd 1)
; S = 2Ld 20
Z zm
a
zm
z
d 1 dzp
f(z)(zd 1m   zd 1)
: (89)
The main contribution of the former integral comes from near z = zm. However the integral
remains nite unless the turning point approaches to the bifurcation surface z = zH of the
black brane. Hence if we take the size of the subsystem to be large, the extremal surface
eventually gets close to the bifurcation surface. The observation allows us to holographic
interpretation of the fact that entanglement entropy of thermal ensembles  = e H reduce
to the thermal entropy (plus divergent part) in large subsystem limit. Indeed if we substitute
zm = zH , the area become,
S =
Ld 20 l
zd 1H
+ Sdiv: (90)
The divergent part of the integral comes from the contribution of the region near the
boundary of the AdS.
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4.6 A proof of the holographic entanglement entropy formula
In this section we would like to consider a proof of Ryu- Takayanagi formula. This section
is based on [29].
A Euclidean black hole is associated with a certain thermal ensemble. It's on shell action
computes the trace of the density matrix of the ensemble tr th. The Euclidean timelike
direction  is periodic with a periodicity ,    + . In addition, the geometry has a
U(1) isometry which is the translational symmetry along the timelike direction. The event
horizon is a xed point of the U(1) isometry, and the regularity of the metric at the xed
point determines the temperature 1= of the black hole.
To prove the Ryu Takaynagi formula, one needs to nd a Euclidean geometries whose on
shell actions compute traces of the given reduced density matrices tr nA. At the conformal
boundary of the AdS, the geometries are Rn, whose partition functions are tr nA . We seek
to nd a bulk extension of the Rn. Rn is periodic along the Euclidean timelike direction
with period 2n,    + 2n, and it contains a branch cut along the subsystem A.
Therefore it only have Zn symmetry along the Euclidean timelike direction, instead of the
U(1) isometry of Euclidean black holes.
To nd the geometry which computes Zn = tr 
n
A, we assume some properties of it.
 Assumption 1: The uclidean timelike direction is periodic with period 2n, on the
other hand elds on which are 2 periodic, ( + 2)  (). This means the Zn
symmetry of Rn is extendable into the bulk.
 Assumption 2: As analogous to Euclidean black holes, the Euclidean time cycle of
the geometry shrinks at somewhere in the bulk.
Although when n is an integer, these two assumptions are compatible with each other, when
n is a non-integer, they do not seem to be compatible, as the conguration looks singular
at the tip of the cigar. We further assume the singularity is relatively harmless, and it does
not contributes to the on shell action.
Once we specify the metric of the Euclidean geometry g[n] and its on-shell action Zn,
one can determine the entanglement entropy by the combination,
S =   @
@n
(logZn   n logZ1) : (91)
The second term in (91) can be regraded as a 2n periodic conguration, but without
any conical singularity. To compute (91), it is convenient to employ the technique used in
section 10, namely,
S =   @
@n
[(logZn   logZo) + (logZo   n logZ1)] : (92)
where the Zo is the action of the regularized metric, which is regular at the vicinity of the
tip,
ds2 = n2dr2 + r2d 2 +    ; at r  0: (93)
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and outside of the region it close the g[1] of Z1.
When n is close to 1, n = 1 + ;   1, the rst term vanishes since the metric g[n] of
Zn satisfy the equations of motion, hence small variations of the metric around g[n] do not
change the on shell action. The second contribution is computed by introducing a specic
regularized metric, as in[122] (See also section 10 of this thesis). In the case of Einstein
Hilbert action, the result is
logZo   n logZ1 = (1  n)Area()
4GN
(94)
Where Area() denotes the area of the surface transverse to the two dimensional cone at
the tip of it . Therefore nal result is
S =   @
@n

0 + (1  n)Area()
4GN

=
Area()
4GN
(95)
In summary the holographic entanglement entropy is given by the area of the codimension
two surface at the tip of the cone.
Next task is to nd the location where the Euclidean timelike cycle shrinks. The location
is determined by demanding the metric g[n] is still on shell when n = 1 + . To see this
let us employ the coordinates near the tip, (z; z) for the two dimensional cone, and fyig
for the manifold  transverse to the cone. The tip is located at the origin (z; z) = (0; 0).
When n = 1, the on shell metric g[1] whose action is   logZ[1], can be written near the
tip as,
ds2 = dzdz + gij(dy
i + bidx
)(dyi + bidx
) +O(r2) (96)
gij = hij + zK
z
ij + zK
z
ij (97)
where Kzij; K
z
ij is the extrinsic curvature of  at the tip. If we slightly change n to be non
integer n = 1! 1 + , the metric is expected to become,
ds2 = jzjdzdz + (gij + gij)
 
dyi + (bi + b
i
)dx
)
  
dyj + (bj + b
j
)dx


+O(r2) (98)
The resulting variations of Ricci curvatures contain divergent terms. The dangerous
components contain two derivatives in terms of z or z. Actually Rzz contains a term
which diverges as 1
z
near the tip.,
Rzz =   
z
Kz + (regularterms): (99)
Hence for metric g[1 + ] at n = 1 +  to satisfy the equations of motion, we need Kz = 0.
By a similar argument one can also show Kz = 0. Therefore the tip is located at the
minimal surface, where the extrinsic curvatures vanish. From (95), we see that holographic
entanglement entropy is given by the area of the extremal surface.
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4.7 holographic entanglement entropy formula for higher curva-
ture gravities
We have mainly considered holographic entanglement entropy when the bulk theory is
Einstein gravity. One may wonder how the holographic entanglement entropy formula is
modied when the bulk action includes the higher curvature terms. Since we know that
Wald formula computes entropy of black holes in the presence of higher curvature terms, it
is natural to anticipate that holographic entanglement entropy for general higher curvature
gravity is obtained by extremizing the Wald formula. However, there are counterexamples
of this naive guess, ie the extrema of t Wald formula does not reproduce the correct form
of the entanglement entropy (37) [74].
In this subsection we see that when the subsystem A is a ball Bd (@A = Sd 1), the
extrema of Wald formula does compute the entanglement entropy of the dual CFT[30].
This is because when the subsystem A is a ball Bd, the entanglement entropy is equivalent
to the thermal entropy of the CFT on S1 Hd 1, where Hd 1 denotes the d-1 dimensional
hyperbolic space. One can see this statement by a purely CFT argument. The thermal
entropy of the CFT on a hyperbollic space is equivalent to certain black hole entropy in
the bulk. This implies that the entanglement entropy is computed by Wald formula.
Suppose the CFT we consider is dened on the at space Rd. Let us begin with the
metric of the at space is
ds2Rd = dt
2 + dr2 + r2d
2d 2 = dwd w +

w + w
2
2
d
2d 2; w = r + it (100)
where 
d 2 denotes the coordinates of the sphere Sd 2. On the other hand, The metric of
the S1 Hd 1 is
ds2S1Hd = d
2 +R2
 
d2 + sinh2 
2d 2

= R2

dd + sinh2

 + 
2

d
2d 2

;  =  + i

R
(101)
The  direction is periodic    + 2R.
The at space Rd and the hyperbolic space S1 Hd are related by the following map,
e  =
R  w
R + w
: (102)
The ball region r < R at t = 0 in the at space Rd is mapped to the hyperbolic space via
the map. One can also check that (102) is a conformal map.
To derive the trace of the reduced density matrix tr nA, one needs to compute the path
integral on the n-fold covering of the at space with branch cut along the subsystem A. Since
the subsystem A is mapped to the hyperbolic space Hd 1, if we take the time direction in
the S1Hd 1 to be the  direction, the path integral can be written as a thermal partition
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function with temperature 1
2Rn
, ie tr nA = tr e
 2RnH . H is the Hamiltonian with
respect to the  direction. From the conformal map (102) we see that the Hamiltonian H
is related to the component of the stress energy tensor T00 in the original at space Rd as,
H = 2
Z
A
R2   r2
2R2
T00dr: (103)
The equivalence of the entanglement entropy and the thermal entropy implies that the
reduced density matrix A can be written as a density matrix of a canonical ensemble,
A = e
 HA ; HA = 2RH: (104)
In general, thermal entropy of a dual eld theory is holographically related to entropy of
a black hole in the bulk. Here we would like to specify this black hole whose entropy is
equivalent to the entanglement entropy. Two specic properties of the black hole are (1)
The conformal boundary of the black hole is S1  Hd 1. (2) Since S1  Hd 1 is confor-
mally mapped to the at space Rd, the black hole is mapped to Poincare AdSd+1 via some
coordinate transformations. Actually the black holes satisfying these properties have been
known, namely, topological black holes . The metric of the topological black holes are given
by
ds2 =  (r2  R2)dt2 + dr
2
(r2  R2) + r
2(du2 + sinhu2d
2d 2): (105)
For the precise map between the black holes and Poincare AdSd+1, we refer the original
paper [30]. The important point is that via the map the event horizons of these black holes
are mapped to the surfaces in the Poincare AdS which satisfy the following equation,
z2 + r2 = R2: (106)
This is the conjectured extremal surfaces whose areas compute the entanglement entropy
for spherical entangling region.
The entropy of the topological black holes can be computed by Wald formula
S =
Z
Hd 1
dxd 1
p
h
@L
@Rabcd
abcd; (107)
L denotes the Lagrangian density, and cd is the binormal of the horizon, cd = cd   dc,
where c is the killing vector which is vanishing on the horizon, and d is the normal vector
of the horizon, with the normalization c
c = 1 . By evaluating the integrand in the pure
AdS, we get the following form for the black hole entropy,
S =
2 (d=2)ad
d=2 1
Z
dxd 1
p
h: (108)
ad in the expression is equal to the A type central charge of the CFT [30]. Since the event
horizons of the topological black holes are hyperbolic spaces, these entropies are diverging,
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and we need to regulate them to derive nite answers. The structure of the divergence is
same as that of holographic entanglement entropy in Einstein gravity, since the integral
(108) computes the area of the minimal surface (106), in Poincare coordinate. Especially,
the result reproduces the expected divergence of entanglement entropy (35) (38).
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Figure 5: An extremal surface in theAdS eternal black brane
5 Eternal black holes and Global quenches
5.1 A holographic realization of global quenches
In this section, we would like to discuss a way to holographically realize global quenches.
Since the entanglement entropy is thermalized in these processes, it is natural to guess that
the global quenches are holographically related to gravitational collapses, the whose nal
states are black branes.
In the works [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42] the linear growth and subsequent thermalization
of entanglement entropy in these global quenches was reproduced by applying the holo-
graphic formula [21, 22] to Vidya spacetime where the Poincare AdS suddenly change into
the black brane via null ray propagations from the boundary of the AdS.
Remarkably, in the recent paper [32], it is shown that the linear growth of the entangle-
ment entropy in these quenches is actually intrinsic to black branes which are nal states
of the gravitational collapses, and related to the growth of the interior region of these black
branes in a particular time slice. In other words, their work makes it clear the connection
between the linear growth of the entanglement entropy in global quenches and evolution of
the interior of black branes.
In the subsection, we would like to review their argument. To illustrate their discussion,
let us rst compute the length of the extremal surface connecting P1 : (t; xi; z) = (
i
2
+
tb; 0; a) in the left boundary of the eternal black brane and P2 : (t; xi; z) = (tb; 0; a) in the
right boundary. See gure 5 . As we have discussed in the section 4.1.4, the eternal black
brane is the gravity dual of the thermoeld double state (66). The length of the extremal
surface computes roughly the entanglement between the left Hilbert space HL and the
right Hilbert space HR. We will elaborate the relation between the calculation here and
evolutions of entanglement entropy under global quenches in the single Hilbert space HL.
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We employ the following coordinate of the AdS black brane.
ds2 =  g()2dt2 + d2 + h()2dx2d 1: (109)
The event horizon is located at  = 0; g(0) = 0. To analytically continue the metric, it
is convenient to employ the Kruskal coordinates (U; V ) which are dened by
U = e
2

t V = e 
2

t: (110)
The outside of the event horizon is correspond to the region U; V > 0. The inside of the
event horizon is the region U > 0; V < 0. A coordinate of the inside of the event horizon is
given by (; tI);  = i; tI = t+
i
4
. There is also a secondary asymptotic region U; V < 0.
A coordinate of the region is given by (; t+ i
2
).
If we parametrize a surface in the black brane by t = t() the area functional is given
by
S = Ld 20
Z
dh()d 2
p
 g()2t0()2 + 1: (111)
We assume the extremal surface is symmetric under the ip, tI !  tI . Hence its
derivative t0() diverges at somewhere inside of the horizon. Let us denote the location to
be  = i0.
The functional (111) does not depend on t() itself. By solving the conserved equation
associated with the symmetry, one nds the boundary time tb
tb =  i
4
+
Z a
i0
d
g
q
1  g2h2d 4
g20h
2d 4
0
: (112)
where g0 = g(0); h0 = h(0).
One can choose 0 to be an appropriate value m so that the derivative of the denom-
inator of the integrand vanishes at  = 0(= m). When the boundary time tb becomes
large, the 0 gets close to the m. In that case the extremal surface gets close to the surface
 = m. At suciently large tI the extremal surface starts to deviate from it. In the large
tb limit one can approximate the integral (111)as,
SA =
Ld 20
2GN
Z
dt h()d 2
p
 g()2 + 02 = L
d 2
0
2GN
p
 g(m)2h(m)d 2tb (113)
We see that at suciently late time tb >> 1, the length of the extremal surface is
proportional to the boundary time tb. This is quite similar to the linear growth of entangle-
ment entropy in the global quenches. Since the dominant contribution to the integral (113)
comes from the inside of the horizon, the linear growth of the length captures information
about the inside of the horizon, namely the linear growth of certain time slice.
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Figure 6: Left: Hartle Hawking geometry. Right:Hartle Hawking geometry is identied by
tI   tI
5.1.1 Relation to global quenches
Here we argue the eternal black brane provides a simple gravity realization of global
quenches. To realize a global quench, one need to prepare an initial state which evolves
non-trivially at t > 0. In the gravity side, one can prepare such a candidate of the initial
state via the Hartle Hawking prescription. Let us consider a Euclidean black brane. The
temporal direction of it is a circle with period . The topology of the Euclidean black brane
is two dimensional disk D2 times Rd 1. This Rd 1 is the spatial directions of the boundary.
We then divide the disc D2 into half. let us call the half disc as D2
2
. See gure 6. A path
integral over the half disc D2
2
provides a state on the cross section of the half disc. However
note that as we have reviewed in Section 4.1.4, the resulting state in the eld theory side
is the thermo eld double state (66), this is not what we prepare in the global quenches.
We then let the prepared Hartle Hawking state evolve to a black brane. Again, the
evolution have simple realization. This is achieved by gluing the cross section of the half
disc D2
2
and t = 0 spatial surface of the Lorentzian eternal black brane together. let us call
the geometry as a Hartle Hawking geometry.
The Hartle Hawking geometry provides a simple toy model of gravitational collapse
or thermalization, in that the initial Hartle Hawking state evolve to the nal eternal black
brane. However the this geometry is has two unsatisfactory point as a candidate of a gravity
dual of a CFT global quench. One problem is that the Hartle Hawking geometry contains
two conformal boundaries, whereas the global quenches happen in usual single Hilbert space
CFT. Second problem is that as we have pointed out, the initial Hartle Hawking state in
gravity side is dual to the thermo eld double state, which is not the initial state of global
quench.
A simple way to resolve the problems is to divide the geometry into two parts by
introducing a spacetime boundary at tI = 0 and its trivial extension to the Euclidean
regime, and left only one part of them. See gure 6. The prescription make the geometry
to contain only one conformal boundary 5. Furthermore, in the geometry one can put a
5To discriminate the AdS boundary between the spacetime boundary we introduced, below we call the
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CFT boundary state jBi at the bottom of the Euclidean regime. At the initial timeslice
t = 0, the state becomes
j i = e 4H jBi (114)
which is same as the initial states of the global quenches.
In summary we nd a simple holographic dual of global quench, by taking a half of the
Hartle Hawking geometry. The linear growth of the entanglement entropy comes from the
extremal surface attaching on the spacetime boundary.
5.2 BTZ black holes and two dimensional global quenches
So far, we have discussed a holographic realization of the global quenches in terms of
eternal black branes. In the analysis above, the thermalizations of entanglement entropy
were invisible because we took the subsystem A to be innitely large.
In this section, We would like to discuss the evolution of holographic entanglement
entropy under global quenches when the subsystem A is nite. To obtain an analytic
answer, we consider BTZ black strings which are related to Poincare AdS3 via coordinate
transformations. Although we consider the eternal BTZ strings, we can relate it to the
single boundary black strings, by taking the half of the conguration just as we explained.
5.2.1 Coordinate transformation between Poincare AdS3 and BTZ black string
First we see the detail of the coordinate transformation between a Poincare AdS3 and a
BTZ black string6 . A three dimensional anti de Sitter space is dened as a surface in R2;2,
 Y 2 1   Y 20 + Y 21 + Y 22 =  1; (115)
with the metric,
ds2 =  dY 2 1   dY 20 + dY 21 + dY 22 : (116)
A Poincare coordinate is dened by the following parametrization,
Y 1 =
1
2z

1 + (z2 + w+w )

; Y2 =
1
2z

1  (z2 + w+w ) ;
Y0 =
w+   w 
2z
; Y1 =
w+ + w 
2z
: (117)
the Poincare metric is
ds2 =
1
z2
 
dw+dw  + dz2

: (118)
AdS boundary as conformal boundary.
6In the section we set l = 1
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The exterior coordinate of a BTZ black string is dened as
Y 1 = cosh
2x

cosh ; Y2 =   sinh 2x

cosh ;
Y0 = sinh
2t

sinh ; Y1 = cosh
2t

sinh : (119)
The metric of the outside of the event horizon is
ds2 =  

2

2
sinh2  dt2 + d2 +

2

2
cosh2  dx2: (120)
The exterior region corresponds to  Y 20 + Y 21  0, Y 2 1 + Y 22   1 of the equation
(115) . The metric of Region III is derived by the replacement t! t+ i
2
The inside of the event horizon is mapped as
Y 1 = cosh
2x

cos; Y2 = sinh
2x

cos
Y0 = cosh
2tI

sin; Y1 = cosh
2tI

sin: (121)
. The metric of the inside of the horizon is hence given by
ds2 =  d2 +

2

2
sin2  dt2I +

2

2
cos2  dx2: (122)
The direct map between the Poincare AdS3 and the BTZ black string is given by solving
the relation between (117) and (119) for outside of the event horizon or (121) for inside of
the event horizon. The boundary of the Poincare AdS3 and that of the BTZ black string is
related by
w+ = e
2

(x+t); w  = e
2

(x t);
1
z
=
e
2
e 
2

x; z  0: (123)
5.2.2 Length of extremal surfaces in the BTZ string
In the subsection, we would like to compute length of extremal surfaces in the BTZ black
string by making use of the coordinate transformation introduced in the previous subsection.
The boundary of the subsystem A in the BTZ is given by P1 : (tb +
i
2
; L) , P2 : (tb +
i
2
; 0) at the right boundary, and P3 : (tb; L), and P4 : (tb; 0) at the left boundary. These
points are mapped to points in the Poincare AdS3 by using the near boundary coordinate
transformation(boundary conformal map) (123) .
P1 : (w
+; w ) = (e
2

(L+tb); e
2

(L tb)); P2 : (w+; w ) = (e
2

tb ; e 
2

tb)
P3 : (w
+; w ) = (e
2

(L+tb); e
2

(L tb)); P4 : (w+; w ) = (e
2

tb ; e 
2

tb)
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There are two extremal surfaces in the Poincare AdS3. One extremal surface, which
we call as disconnected surface is consists of two pieces, one of which connects P1 and P3,
and the other connects P2 and P4. Another extremal surface is the usual extremal surface
which connects P1 and P2, P3 and P4 respectively.
The contribution of the disconnected surface to the holographic entanglement entropy
is given by
Ldc =
c
6
log


a
cosh
2t


(124)
the contribution of the connected surface is
Lc =
c
6
log


a
sinh
2l


(125)
The actual value of entanglement entropy is given by the minimal value among then.
Hence in the high temperature limit
SA =
(
2ct
3
(t < L
2
)
cl
3
(t  L
2
)
(126)
In summary we nd the thermalization of entanglement entropy.
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6 A general construction of holographic quantum quenches
In this section, we would like to discuss a way to systematically construct a gravity dual
of general quantum quenches in 2d CFTs. In the 2d CFT side, according to the dictionary
we saw in the previous section, a quantum quench is specied by an associated Riemann
surface  with boundaries. Correlation functions on  and the entanglement entropy can
be computed by BCFT techniques. The Riemann surface is mapped to the half plane by
an appropriate conformal map f(z). By analytically continuing the setup one obtains time
evolution.
Below we explain gravity descriptions of these CFT setup. This is achieved by intro-
ducing a spacetime boundary to the bulk. We also discuss extremal surfaces in the dual
gravity systems. We emphasize that in the system there is an additional extremal surface
which ends on the spacetime boundary we introduced (disconnected surface).
6.1 A gravity description of CFT on half plane
It is known that a CFT on a half plane has a dual gravity description [54, 55, 56, 57, 58].
Its concrete system is a Poincare AdS3 with a codimension one brane which is located at an
appropriate AdS2 submanifold whose boundary coincide with that of half plane. See gure
7. The conguration keeps SL(2; R) symmetry of the original SL(2; R)  SL(2; R) of the
poincare AdS3. Note that the same symmetry breaking appears in CFTs on the half plane.
The prescription passes some nontrivial checks, for example it reproduces correct form of
one point function of a operator in the presence of the boundary in CFT side [55, 57].
To begin with , it is convenient to use the AdS2 foliation of AdS3
ds2 = d2 + cosh2 
 dT 2 + dy2
y2

: (127)
Via a coordinate transformation
Z =
y
cosh 
X = y tanh ; (128)
we obtain a Poincare metric,
ds2 =
 dT 2 + dX2 + dZ2
Z2
: (129)
Since the brane we introduced is a codimension one object, its back reaction can be treated
via following junction condition[56, 57]
K  Kh = T h ; (130)
with a boundary condition that demand the brane end at the boundary of the half plane on
the conformal boundary of the AdS3. The equation determines the location of the brane.
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In the equation, h denotes the induced metric on the spacetime boundary, K is its
extrinsic curvature, and K = K . T is the tension of the brane. In the back reacted
description, this brane can be regarded as a spacetime boundary. The bulk region enclosed
by the spacetime boundary and conformal AdS3 boundary is proposed to be the holographic
duals of BCFTs.
The solution of (130) which satises the boundary condition is given by  = (constant)
plane with
T = tanh : (131)
By changing T , one can change boundary state of dual BCFT. In the corresponding entan-
glement entropy, this only changes a constant term that does not depend on subsystem we
take.7 Therefore below we set T = 0, then the spacetime boundary in the Poincare AdS3
is located at X = 0.
6.2 The bulk extension of Lorentzian conformal maps
The bulk extension of a boundary Lorentzian conformal map f(x) has also been known
[46]. The explicit map is
W = f(x) +
2z2f 02f
00

8f 0f 0   z2f 00f 00
Z = z
(4f 0+f
0
 )
3
2
8f 0+f 0    z2f 00+f 00 
; (132)
where W = X  T . The map transforms the Poincare metric (129) to the metric,
ds2 = L+dx
2
+ + L dx
2
  +

2
z2
+
z2
2
L+L 

dx+dx  +
dz2
z2
: (133)
where the L are Schwarzian derivatives of the boundary conformal map
L =
3f 002   2f 0f 000
4f 02
: (134)
The holographic stress tensor [47] of the metric is given by
T =
1
8GN
L T = 0; (135)
which are expected from the boundary point of view.
Combining these two ingredients, a gravity dual of a quantum quench is given by pulling
back the Lorenzian AdS3 with a spacetime boundary at X = 0 by the bulk extension of
the Lorentzian conformal map associated with the quench.
7This quantity is called as boundary entropy [61]. See [60] for a holographic calculation.
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Figure 7: Sketch of the spacetime boundary in the Poincare AdS3 (thick red line) at X = 0
and extremal surfaces in the system.
6.3 Extremal surfaces in holographic systems
The time evolution of entanglement entropy for a subsystem A under a quench is holo-
graphically derived by nding extremal surfaces in the dual gravity conguration which are
anchored to the boundaries of of the subsystem A. In the Poincare AdS3 with the spacetime
boundary at X = 0, one nds two extremal surfaces which satisfy the boundary condition.
Suppose the boundary of the subsystem A is given by P1(X1; T1) and P2(X2; T2).
One extremal surface is connecting between P1 and P2, the length of which is given by
Lc = log
p
(X1  X2)2   (T1   T2)2
aAdS3
; (136)
where aAdS3 denote the UV cut o. Below we call it as a connected surface. The other
surface consist of two pieces of disconnected surfaces, one of which is connecting between
P1 and the spacetime boundary at X = 0 the other of which is connecting between P2 and
the boundary. The total length of the geodesics is
Ldc =
1
2
log
X1
aAdS3
+
1
2
log
X2
aAdS3
; (137)
below we call it as a disconnected surface. See gure 7. Extremal surfaces in a gravity dual
of a quantum quench are obtained by pulling back extremal surfaces in the Poincare AdS3
via (132) . Holographic entanglement entropy is given in terms of actual minimum of area
[21, 22, 24],
SHEE =
1
4GN
minfLc; Ldcg; (138)
where GN is the Newton constant in three dimensions. As we will see below, there are
phase transitions between these two surfaces in general.
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6.4 Entanglement entropy for innite interval
When the subsystem A is an innite interval [ 1; l], time evolutions of entanglement en-
tropy in the CFT side precisely agree with the holographic entanglement entropy computed
from the disconnected surface for arbitrary quantum quench. Entanglement entropy of the
CFT side is
SCFT =
c
6
log
W+(l + t) +W (l   t)
a2Q
q
dW+
dx+
(l + t)dW
 
dx  (l   t)
: (139)
Holographic entanglement entropy computed form the disconnected surface is
SHEE =
c
6
log
W+(l + t) +W (l   t)
aAdS3
; c =
3
2GN
: (140)
Since aAdS3 and the location of the UV cut o of the gravity dual of the quantum quench
aQ is related via
a2AdS3 = a
2
Q
r
dW+
dx+
(l + t)
dW 
dx 
(l   t); (141)
therefore they precisely agree. Note that the introduction of the spacetime boundary and
the disconnected surface attaching on it is essential to get the correct behavior of entan-
glement entropy holographically. Below we consider holographic entanglement entropy for
nite intervals.
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7 Application of the construction to various quenches
7.1 Global quenches
As a check, we apply the construction to global quenches.The analytic continuation of the
associated conformal map are
W+ = e
2

(x+t) W  = e
2

(x t) (142)
where  denotes twice of the width of the strip. One nd the gravity dual of the quench
via the prescription mentioned in the previous section. The resulting geometry is nothing
but a ordinary BTZ black string with inverse temperature .
Next we summarize the time evolution of holographic entanglement entropy. The con-
tribution of the disconnected surface to holographic entanglement entropy is
Sdc =
c
3
log

aQ
cosh
2

t: (143)
The contribution of the connected surface is
Sc =
c
3
log

aQ
sinh


l; (144)
hence there is a phase transition when t = L
2
in the high temperature limit  ! 0.
For global quenches our setup precisely agree with the prescription introduced in section
5.
7.2 Innitesimally inhomogeneous quenches
Here we would like to discuss a holographic realization of innitesimally inhomogeneous
quenches [53] which we reviewed in section 2. The metric of the gravity dual is derived
by substituting the hTi of the inhomogeneous quench (53) into the general metric (133).
The spacetime can be regarded as BTZ black string with a small perturbation added. The
boundary of the spacetime x and that of a Poincare AdS3 W is related by the conformal
map
W+ = e
2

(x+ f(x+)) W  = e
2

(x  f(x )): (145)
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From the map one can compute the length of both extremal surfaces in the spacetime. The
contribution of the connected surface (136) to holographic entanglement entropy is
Sc(l1; l2; t) =
c
3
log


2aQ
sinh
(l2   l1)


  c
6
[(f(l2 + t)  f(l1 + t)) + (f(l2   t)  f(l1   t))]
+
c
12
[f 0(l1 + t) + f 0(l2 + t) + f 0(l1   t) + f 0(l2   t)] (146)
To derive the expression, we assume that inhomogeneity is small h(x) << . The contri-
bution of the disconnected surface is
Sdc(l1; l2; t) =
c
3
log


2aQ
cosh
2t


  c
6
[(f(l1 + t)  f(l1   t)) + (f(l2 + t)  f(l2   t))]
+
c
12
[f 0(l1 + t) + f 0(l2 + t) + f 0(l1   t) + f 0(l2   t)]
(147)
Since we are assuming the uctuation is innitesimal h(x) << , the critical time when
the phase transition of both surface happen does not change. By using (50), we nd an
agreement between the CFT result (51) and the holograhic result.
One can rewrite the expression of entanglement entropy (51) into a suggestive form by
making use of (53). When inhomogeneity is small, one can neglect f 000(x t) terms in (53).
Then the variation of energy density is
hTtt(x; t)i = c
63
[h(x+ t) + h(x  t)] : (148)
Since the last terms in (146), (147) can be neglected in high temperature limit  ! 0, The
variation of entanglement entropy can be recast into the form,
S(l1; l2; t) = 

l2   l1
2
  t


Z t
0
(hTtt(l1; s)i+ hTtt(l2; s)i) ds
+ 

t  l2   l1
2


Z l2
l1
hTtt(s; t)ids: (149)
The second term of the expression comes from the rst law of thermodynamics, since at late
time entanglement entropy is reduced to thermal entropy in high temperature limit. The
rst term is specic to the quench. Holographically, this term comes from the uctuation
of the inside of the horizon.
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7.3 A nite inhomogeneous quench
In the previous subsection, we consider quenches where the inhomogeneity of energy density
is innitesimal. In this section we consider a quench whose inhomogeneity is nite. We
nd for example following conformal map is interesting.
W =
0@ 1 +
q
1 + 4e
2x

2
1A


: (150)
In the region x


 1, one can approximate the map as W  ex

 , thus the corre-
sponding bulk geometry is a black string metric with temperature T = 1
2
. On the other
hand, the region x


  1 corresponds to a black string geometry with T = 1

.
In gure 8 we plot the time evolution of the energy density hTtt(t; x)i under the quench.
In the gure one can see the third plateau in jxj < jtj. Below we will conrm that the region
is described by a black string with T = 3
4
which is the average of temperature of two black
strings on both sides. Thus in the bulk a black string with temperature T1 =
1

(below
we call it black string 1) and a black string with temperature T3 =
1
2
(black string 3) are
colliding at x = 0 and t = 0 , and a new black string with temperature T2 =
3
4
is emerging
(black string 2). The emergent black string expands in the speed of light form the origin.
The nal state of the process is a thermal equilibrium in terms of the emergent black string
2. The parameter  is interpreted as the size of the intermediate regions between each of
two black strings.
One can compute the contribution of both connected and disconnected surface Sc(l1; l2; t),
Sdc(l1; l2; t) to the holographic entanglement entropy by using general formulas (331), (332)
in the Appendix and the conformal map (150). Since exact expressions are complicated
and do not illuminating, we do not depict them. The late time limit of the Sc(l1; l2; t) is,
Sc(l1; l2; t)! c
6
log

(

2a
)2 sinh


(l2   l1) sinh 
2
(l2   l1)

t!1
 c
4
(l2   l1); (151)
which is equal to thermal entropy with temperature T = 3
4
. On the other hand, the
nal state of the process is the emergent black string (black string 2). Thus as we have
advertised, the temperature of the emergent black string is determined to be T2 =
3
4
.
In gure (10) we plot Sc(l1; l2; t) and Sdc(l1; l2; t) with l1 < 0 < l2. Let us rst discuss the
time dependence of Sc(l1; l2; t) of the connected surface. When t < minfjl1j; l2g, Sc(l1; l2; t)
remains constant. Then in minfjl1j; l2g  t < maxfjl1j; l2g it increases linearly in time.
When t  maxfjl1j; l2g, it again becomes constant. This behavior can be interpreted in
terms of the following bulk picture. In the high temperature limit 

 1, each intermediate
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regions which connects between black strings with dierent temperature can be ignored. In
the limit, if we take a time slice t = t0, each black string is extending between  1 < x < t0
(string 1),  t0 < x < t0 (string 2), t0 < x < 1 respectively. Apart from junction points
black strings are in local equilibrium with their own temperature.
When t < minfjl1j; l2g, two end points of the emergent black string (string 2) are
located inside of the interval [l1; l2], see gure 4. Sc(l1; l2; t) of a BTZ black string with
inverse temperature  is given by
Sc(l1; l2; t)BTZ =
c
3
(l2   l1); (152)
in the high temperature limit   (l2   l1). Hence Sc(l1; l2; t) in t < minfjl1j; l2g is thus
obtained by summing contributions form three black strings.
Sc(l1; l2; t) =
c
3
 jl1j   t

+
3
4
2t+
l2   t
2

=
c
3
 jl1j+ l2
2

: (153)
This explains the time independence of Sc(l1; l2; t) in t < minfjl1j; l2g. From the plot one
can also conrm that the value of the constant is actually given by (153).
When minfjl1j; l2g  t < maxfjl1j; l2g, one of the end point of the emergent black string
is located at outside of the interval [l1; l2] due to the expansion. Therefore Sc(l1; l2; t) is
Sc(l1; l2; t) =
c
3

t
4
+
1
4
(2l2 + 3jl1j)

: (154)
Therefore it grows linearly in time with coecient c
12
. We check can this in gure 10.
When t  maxfjl1j; l2g, both of the end points of string 2 are located out side of the
interval [l1; l2], thus Sc(l1; l2; t) is thermalized by the black string.
Sc(l1; l2; t) =
c
4
(l2   l1): (155)
Next we consider the behavior of Sdc(l1; l2; t) of the disconnected surface. Although it
increases linearly in time, its coecient @Sdc
@t
jumps at t = minfjl1j; l2g and t = maxfjl1j; l2g,
see Figure 10. The behavior can be understood again in terms of the expansion of the
emergent black string .
We know that in a BTZ black string the disconnected surface is consist of two part,
and each part is located at x = l1or x = l2. Each of them contribute to holographic
entanglement entropy as
Sdc(l1; l2; t)BTZ =
c
3
t: (156)
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When t < minfjl2j; l1g, one part of the disconnected surfaces probes the string 1 and
the other probe the string 3 respectively. Thus the total contribution is
Sdc(l1; l2; t) =
c
2
t: (157)
When minfjl1j; l2g  t < maxfjl1j; l2g, we have two cases. When jl1j < l2, since one part of
the surface probes the string 2 and another probes the string 3, the total contribution is
Sdc(l1; l2; t) =
c
12
(5t+ jl1j) : (158)
In the expression, we add a constant term for continuity of Sdc at t = minfjl2j; l1g. When
jl1j  l2 they probe the string 2 and the string 1, thus
Sdc(l1; l2; t) =
c
12
(7t  l2) : (159)
comparing them with (157) we conclude there is a jump in @Sc
@t
at t = minfjl1j; l2g.
After t = maxfjl1j; l2g both part probe the black string 2, then
Sdc(l1; l2; t) =
 c
12
(6t+ 5l2 + jl1j) (jl1j < l2)
c
12
(6t+ 7jl1j   l2) (l2 < jl1j) (160)
again we nd a jump at t = maxfjl1j; l2g.
Next we consider the phase transition between two surfaces. When jl1j < l2, from Figure
11 we see this happens when (154) and (158) become equal. Thus we nd the critical time
is
tc =
l2   l1
2
; (161)
which is the half of the size of the subsystem. We can check that this is also true when
l2 < jl1j. The expression agrees with that of derived from BTZ black string dual to the
global quench. In the CFT quasiparticle picture, the result is anticipated. We also compare
the gravity result for the quench and CFT result in gure 6, nding a nice agreement.
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Figure 8: The time volution of energy density hTtt(t; x)i in the nite inhomogeneous quench.
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Figure 9: Sketch of the fusion of two black strings (string1 and string3) into string 2. Left:
When t < minfjl1j; l2g, the string 2 is contained in the bulk extension of the subsystem
[l1; l2]. Middle:When minfjl1j; l2g  t < maxfjl1j; l2g, one end point of the string 2 is
located outside of the subsystem and the other is in the bulk extension of the subsystem.
Right: When t  maxfjl1j; l2g both end points are located out side the bulk extension of
the subsystem.
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Figure 10: Left: Plot of the length of the connected surface as a function of time in the
nite inhomogeneous quench (red). We also plot (154) (blue). Right:Plot of the length of
the connected surface as a function of time in the nite inhomogeneous quench(green). We
also plot (158) (purple) We take l1 =  4; l2 = 6;  = 14 ;  = 14 .
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Figure 11: Left: We compare the contribution of the disconnected surface (purple) and
connected surface (red) to holographic entanglement entropy. Right: We compare the CFT
result (green) and holographic result (blue), nding a nice agreement. We take l1 =  4; l2 =
6;  = 1
4
;  = 1
4
.
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7.4 holographic dual of local quench
In local quenches we heat up one point of the initial time slice. By these quenches an
entangled pair of quasi particles are emitted from the point we heated up. We can see the
behavior from the one point functions of the stress energy tensor.
hT++i = c
2
8(x2+ + 
2)2
hT  i = c
2
8(x2  + 2)2
: (162)
The component of the stress tensor hT++i have a peak at x+ = 0 which is the world line of
the emitted leftmoving quasiparticle In the high energy limit ! 0 the stress tensor localizes
on the world line. One can also extract the world line of the rightmoving quasiparticle from
hT  i.
Now we consider the time evolution of holographic entanglement entropy under the local
quench. An attempt has been made in [45]. We take subsystem A to be [l1; l2] and assume
l2 > 0.
The contribution from the disconnected surface to holographic entanglement entropy is
derived by substituting the analytic continuation of the conformal map (54) into the general
formula (331) in the Appendix. The result is
Sdc = log

2l1 +
p
(l1 + t)2 + 2 +
p
(l1   t)2 + 2

2l2 +
p
(l2 + t)2 + 2 +
p
(l2   t)2 + 2

a2LQ
s
1 + l1+tp
(l1+t)2+2

1 + l2+tp
(l2+t)2+2

1 + l1 tp
(l1 t)2+2

1 + l2 tp
(l2 t)2+2
 :
(163)
In gure 13 we plot the behavior of Sdc(t).When t < minfjl1j; l2g, Sdc(t) remains constant
with the value
Sdc(0) =
c
6
log
4jl1jl2
a2LQ
; (164)
in the high energy limit  ! 0. We can also see at t = l1 and t = l2, the derivative S 0dc(t)
suddenly jumps. At late time t >> 1, Sdc(t) keeps increasing.
Sdc ! c
3
log
t2
aLQ
t!1: (165)
The contribution of the connected surface is
Sc(t) =
c
6
log

l2   l1 +
p
(l2 + t)2 + 2  
p
(l1 + t)2 + 2

l2   l1 +
p
(l2   t)2 + 2  
p
(l1   t)2 + 2

a2LQ
s
1 + l1+tp
(l1+t)2+2

1 + l2+tp
(l2+t)2+2

1 + l1 tp
(l1 t)2+2

1 + l2 tp
(l2 t)2+2
 :
(166)
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We also plot the time dependence of Sc(t) in gure 13. At late time t!1, it reduces
to the usual Poincare AdS3 value,
Sc ! c
3
log
jl1   l2j
aLQ
t!1: (167)
The early time behavior of Sc(l1; l2; t) depends on the sign of l1. When l1 > 0 it reduces to
the Poincare AdS3 value,
Sc(0) =
c
3
log
jl1   l2j
aLQ
: (168)
When l1 < 0, it becomes
Sc(0) =
c
3
log
2jl1jl2
aLQ
: (169)
There is an intuitive interpretation of the time dependence of Sc(t) and Sdc(t). In
the high energy limit  ! 0, the expectation value of the stress tensor localizes near
the pulse x+ = 0, x  = 0 ie, hT++i / (x+) and hT  i / (x ). From (133), we see
that the metric of the bulk is modied from that of the Poincare AdS3 only near the
pulse. Note that the Poincare AdS3 is dierent from the one (129) where the spacetime
boundary is located at X = 0. The pulse can be regarded as a bulk extension of the quasi
particle pair. Extremal surfaces in the bulk can be regarded as extremal surfaces in the
Poincare AdS3 with slight modication in the vicinity of the pulse. As an intersection of
an extremal surface and the pulse occurs deeper and deeper in the bulk, the change of the
length of the surface become larger and larger because while the pulse signicantly changes
the IR metric of the bulk. However it doesn't change the UV metric which is xed to be
asymptotically AdS3. We notice the change of the length is positive from the explicit result.
The gure 12 shows the location of two extremal surfaces in the Poincare AdS3 together
with the pulse at various time. Let us discuss the l1 < 0 < l2 case as a specic example.
When 0 < t < minfjl1j; l2g, both of leftmoving and rightmoving pulse intersect with the
connected surface. Since locations of intersections gradually get close to the boundary,
the length of the connected surface is decreasing as time increases. At minfjl1j; l2g  t <
maxfjl1j; l2g, one part of the pulse intersects with the connected surface and the other with
the disconnected surface. Since the intersection of the part of the pulse and the disconnected
surface gradually leaves the boundary, the length of the disconnected surface is increasing.
At t  maxfjl1j; l2g, both part of the pulse intersect with the disconnected surface, thus
the length of the disconnected surface is increasing but the length of the connected surface
remains constant. Sudden changes of the length of both surfaces at t = l1 and t = l2 in the
gure also support our intuitive picture. In 0 < l1 < l2 case, one can also make a similar
argument for the behavior of the both surfaces.
When l1  0 < l2, since the length of the disconnected surface is monotonically in-
creasing in time, and the length of the connected surface is monotonically decreasing, there
is a phase transition between two surfaces in general. Because of inhomogeneity of the
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quench, The critical time tc when the phase transition happens depends on how we take a
subsystem A. For example, when the subsystem A is given by [0; l], tc = l=4 in high energy
limit ! 0. Note that the phase transition is crucial to the get correct early time behavior
of entanglement entropy holographically. In gure 13 we compare the CFT result and the
holographic result for l1 < 0 < l2 case. By comparing expressions (164),(167) and (56),(58)
we nd both early time and late time behavior agree. However near the critical time tc,
two results are dierent. The reason of the dierence come from the fact that in CFT side,
we approximate the two point function on the upper half plane by (44) to get a universal
result.
In gure 13 we plot the time dependence of the both length of surfaces for 0 < l1 < l2
case. In the case, the area of the connected surface is always smaller, and there is no phase
transition. By comparing it to the CFT result, we nd that although the late time behavior
agree (167) (56) , but early time does not (168) (57). The reason of the dierence is similar
as the previous case.
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Figure 12: Sketch of the extremal surfaces in AdS3 (green:connected,blue:disconnected)
and pulse (red line). Left: When t < minfjl1j; l2g, both pulse intersect with the connected
surface. Middle:When minfjl1j; l2g  t < maxfjl1j; l2g one of the pulse intersect with
the connected surface and the other intersect with the disconnected surface. Right: t 
maxfjl1j; l2g both pulse intersect with the disconnected surface.
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Figure 13: Left: a plot of the length of the both surface as a function of time(red:connected,
purple:disconnected). We take l1 =  5; l2 = 10;  = 110 . Right:comparison with CFT
result(green: bulk, blue:CFT).
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Figure 14: Left:a plot of the length of the both surface as a function of time( red:connected,
purple:disconnected). We take l1 = 2; l2 = 5;  =
1
10
. Right: comparison with CFT
result(green: bulk, blue:CFT).
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8 Global quenches with nite size eects and their
holographic interpretations
So far we have studied quantum quenches in two dimensional conformal eld theories
and their holographic duals when the spatial directionof CFT is non-compact. In global
quenches, the non-compactness of the spatial direction means that the temperature intro-
duced by the quench is suciently high, and the dual black hole formed by the quench
(gravitational collapse) is stable against Hawking radiations. Therefore we would like to
know what happens when the induced eective temperature is not so much high, where the
eects of Hawking radiations become signicant.
To deal with the setup, in this section we consider global quenches on nite size spatial
manifold, especially circles. Again for free fermion theory the calculation is possible because
explicit correlation functions with boundary conditions are known.
8.1 An Entropy Puzzle about Time-dependent Holography
In this subsection we address an entropy puzzle about time dependent entropy and consider
the way to resolve it. Consider holography in time-dependent backgrounds, especially the
ones in AdS/CFT. We are particularly interested in a situation where a black hole horizon
is created by a gravitational collapse. Such a time-dependent process has been considered
to be dual to thermalizations and indeed we can construct explicit examples in AdS/CFT
setups [63, 64], where non-normalizable perturbations lead to a creation [38] This is partly
because there are two dierent notions of horizons: event horizon and apparent horizon.
Currently, there are several evidences that the latter will be more appropriate to dene
entropy [22, 23]. However, still we need to specify the choice of time slices to calculate the
apparent horizon and thus there are innitely many dierent denitions. Remember that
in static spacetimes, the time slice is uniquely chosen and there is no ambiguity.
A closely related issue in the dual CFT side is that we can dene a non-vanishing entropy
even for a pure state if we perform a coarse-graining of the given total system. If the total
system consists of a gas and a heat bath, then the entropy of gap is obtained by tracing
out the heat bath and by the required coarse-graining due the fact that our observables
are quite restricted compared with the microscopic degrees of freedom. Again this leads
to innitely many dierent denitions of (coarse-grained) entropy. Below we would like to
resolve the above puzzle by paying attention to this coarse-graining procedure.
The resolution of this puzzle is also closely related to that of the black hole information
loss problem. This problem occurs since a massive object described by a pure state collapses
into a black hole and nally ends up with a thermal gas generated by Hawking radiations,
which looks like a mixed state. If this is true, a pure system has to evolve into a mixed
state after enough time and clearly contradicts with the principle of quantum mechanics.
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8.2 Entanglement Entropy as Coarse-grained Entropy
Typically the coarse-graining is done by cutting out higher energy modes or higher order
multi-particle interactions. However, this does not seem to allow straightforward calcula-
tions in AdS/CFT setup. Therefore, here we would like to perform a coarse-graining by
cutting out a spacial part of the total system. In this case, the obtained entropy coincides
with the quantity called entanglement entropy.
We can calculate SA(t) via AdS/CFT by applying the holographic formula proposed
in [22], which generalizes the holographic formula in static spacetime found in [21]. It is
simply given by
SA(t) =
Area (A(t))
4GN
; (170)
where GN is the Newton constant of the AdS space. The surface A(t) is a codimension
two surface in the AdS space which is dened by the extremal surface whose boundary
coincides with the boundary of A(t). We require that A(t) is homotopic to A(t). If there
are more than one such extremal surfaces, we pick up the one with the lowest area, as
is required by the strong subadditivity of entanglement entropy [27]. Note that here we
need to directly deal with Lorentzian spacetime without its Euclidean counterpart because
it is time-dependent. Indeed, in [22], it was conrmed that such extremal surfaces are
well-dened in important examples. Recently, this formula is applied to the AdS3 Vaidya
background and the conformal eld theory results in [75] have been remarkably reproduced
in the work [37]. Moreover, this calculation has been extended to the higher dimensional
cases in [38].
For our purpose, it is convenient to study a d+1 dimensional time-dependent background
which is asymptotically global AdSd+1 space, which includes a nite size eect because its
boundary is R  Sd 1. We assume that a black hole is produced at a certain time via a
gravitational collapse and this process lasts only for a nite time. Our argument below is
heuristic and does not depend on the detailed form of the time-dependent solution.
We calculate SA at a time t when the black hole formation has been ended and when the
spacetime is well approximated by a static AdS black hole. First we assume the length size
of A (denoted by jAj below) is smaller than the inverse temperature BH of the AdS black
hole temperature. In this case, the extremal surface A(t) is localized near the boundary
and surrounds the region A(t) [21]. SA essentially consists of the area law divergent piece
SA  Area(@A)
ad 2
+ ::::; (171)
which are independent of the temperature. Notice that the condition jAj << jBj as-
sumed here physically means that the system is heavily coarse-grained. As jAj exceeds
BH , SA gains a nite and extensive contribution, which is essentially the thermal entropy
for the subsystem A, in addition to the divergent part Sdiv given by (171). This thermal
contribution comes from the part of the surface A(t) which is wrapped on a part of the
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apparent horizon of the AdS black hole and thus is proportional to jAj as in Fig.15; see
[22, 37, 38, 65] for explicit conrmations. An important fact is that though the appar-
ent horizon requires the choice of the time slice, our extremal surface A(t) is uniquely
determined by the boundary condition.
When this reaches the point jAj = jBj, the situation begins to change importantly. If we
naively speculate the surface A(t) in a continuous way until jAj exceed jBj, we may think
that it will wrap on a more than half of the apparent horizon as in the right-up gure of
Fig.15. However, since the horizon disappears at an earlier time, we can smoothly deform
this surface into the one which wraps the opposite part of the horizon. Therefore the result
of SA as a function of jAj becomes symmetric with respect to the point jAj = jBj as in the
right-down gure of Fig.15. In other words, we can conclude that in this time-dependent
background the entanglement entropy satises
SA = SB; (172)
which is indeed known to be true when the total system is a pure state and thus agrees
with our holographic setup. This sudden decreasing of the entanglement entropy occurs
because the subsystem B which we are tracing out gets smaller than the half of the total
system and the information lost by the coarse-graining starts recovering8.
In the end, we can holographically calculate the von-Neumann entropy for the total
system as follows
Stot = limjBj!0
(SA   SB) = 0: (173)
Thus, in the gravity side, we conrmed that the total entropy is always vanishing in spite
of the black hole formation. As is clear from the previous argument, the essential point
is that the horizon is time-dependent and gets vanishing at earlier time and the minimal
area principle (among extremal surfaces) prefers the minimum i.e. Stot = 0 at any time.
In summary, in the time-dependent background which describes a thermalization of a pure
state, the von-Neumann entropy of the total system is indeed vanishing also in the gravity
side. This contrasts strikingly with the setup of an eternal AdS black hole [79] as it is
dual to a mixed state in a thermal CFT and has a non-vanishing thermal entropy, which
precisely coincides with the value limjBj!0 (SA   SB) [80].
The non-zero entropy is obtained only after a certain coarse-graining. Among various
such entropies dened in the dual CFT, only the entanglement entropy has its clear holo-
graphic dual in time-dependent backgrounds at present. From this viewpoint, we can dene
a coarse-grained eective entropy Seff which looks analogous to the thermal entropy by
Seff = 2

SA   S(0)A
 
jAj=jBj
: (174)
8A similar behavior has been known in the analysis of quantum information in evaporating black holes
[78]. This has been considered to be crucial to resolve the information paradox of quantum black holes
because the information may be recovered after more than half of a black hole has been evaporated.
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Figure 15: The minimal surface A for the holographic calculation of entanglement entropy
in the AdS black formation (left). Though for an eternal AdS black hole we have A 6= B
(upper right), in our case of black hole formation, we actually nd that A = B (lower
right). This is because the horizon vanishes at early time.
We subtracted the entanglement entropy S
(0)
A before the thermalization. This clearly in-
cludes the divergent part Sdiv given by (171) and therefore Seff is nite. The reason why
we put the factor two is A covers only a half of the total system. We would like to argue
that (174) is a denition of coarse-grained entropy which is uniquely calculable both in
gravity and CFT side of the AdS/CFT. Notice that though the calculation of entropy from
an apparent horizon requires the choice of time slice and is ambiguous, our entropy Seff
has no ambiguity as the extremal surface condition of A(t) determined where the surface
wraps the apparent horizon.
Finally, we would like to come back to the relation to the black hole information problem
[62]. From the above argument, it is clear that there is no information loss in the gravi-
tational collapsing process because Stot = 0 is always satised. However, we cannot study
the most important process of the decay due to Hawking radiations because the absence of
the holographic formula of entanglement entropy beyond the supergravity approximation.
Therefore, for this purpose, it is a better idea instead to study its CFT dual, directly. We
will analytically investigate such an example in the next section.
8.3 Global quenches with nite size eects
In this subsection we compute the evolution of entanglement entropy under the global
quench when the spatial manifold is a circle S1 for the free Dirac fermion theory
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The calculation of the entanglement entropy is quite similar to that of the torus en-
tanglement entropy which we have reviewed in 2.4. One dierence is that here we need
to evaluate correlation functions of the twisted operator for the initial state of the quench
j i = e 4 jBi. If we take the subsystem A to be a segment [1; 2], the trace of the reduced
density matrix is given by
Tr[A(t)
N ] =
QN 1
2
a= N 1
2
h(a)(y1; y1)( a)(y2; y2)icylinder
=
QN 1
2
a= N 1
2
hBje 2H(a)(y1;y1)( a)(y2;y2)jBi
hBje 2H jBi
: (175)
Here we normalized the two point functions such that Tr[A(t)] = 1.
As we reviewed in2.4 . massless Dirac fermion ( ;  ) can be bosonized into a free scalar
X via the standard formula
 L(y) = e
iXL(y);  L(y) = e
 iXL(y);  R(y) = eiXR(y);  R(y) = e iXR(y): (176)
Our normalization of the two dimensional CFT in this paper is 0 = 2 in string theory
world-sheet [82] and the free Dirac fermion is equivalent to the compact boson X at the
radius R = 1. If we write the primary elds as V(kL;kR)(y; y) = e
ikLXL(y)+ikRXR(y), then there
are two candidates of the twisted vertex operators, which lead to the twisted boundary
conditions (23),

(a)
1 (y; y) = V( aN ;  aN )(y; y) = e
i a
N
(XL(y) XR(y)); (177)

(a)
2 (y; y) = V( aN ;
a
N
)(y; y) = e
i a
N
(XL(y)+XR(y)); (178)
which have the lowest dimensions if a runs a =  N 1
2
; N 3
2
;    ; N 1
2
[80].
What we need to calculate to obtain the entanglement entropy are the two point func-
tions of (177) or (178) on the cylinder. This can be found by performing calculations using
the explicit form the boundary state jBi (see e.g. [89]) as summarized in the appendix A.
One may think that there are two choices i.e. the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary con-
dition in the free scalar theory. If we returns to the Dirac fermion theory, the Neunmann
boundary condition relates  L and  L to  R and  R at the boundary, while the Dirichlet
one does  L;R to  R;L, respectively. We can see that the discrete Fourier transformation,
employed to map the replicated fermions into the new ones which satisfy (23), is consis-
tent only when we choose 
(a)
1 or 
(a)
2 for the Neumann or Dirichlet boundary condition,
respectively.
We dene the subsystem A(t) as an interval in the Imy direction at time + it. We can
parameterize the location of the two ends points of this interval as
(y1; y1) = (

4
+ it+ i1;

4
+ it  i1); and (y2; y2) = (
4
+ it+ i2;

4
+ it  i2): (179)
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The nal result of the normalized two point functions in both Neumann and Dirichlet
is given by the same expression
h(a)(y1; y1)( a)(y2; y2)i =
0@( i2 )6  j1( 4+iti + 2 j i2 )jj1( 4+iti   2 j i2 )j
j1( 2 j i2 )j2  j1(

4
+it
i
j i
2
)j2
1A a
2
N2
; (180)
where we dened   2   1. Refer to appendix A for a derivation of this result (180).
By substituting the two point functions (180) into (175) , we obtain the entanglement
entropy,
SA(t; ) =
1
6
log
j1( 2 j i2 )j2  j1(

4
+it
i
j i
2
)j2
( i
2
)6  j1(

4
+it
i
+ 
2
j i
2
)jj1(

4
+it
i
  
2
j i
2
)j  a2UV
; (181)
where we recovered the cut o aUV dependence in an obvious way. Notice that this is
independent from the choice of the boundary condition (Neumann or Dirichlet one). From
this it is clear that SA(t) satises
SA(t; ) = SA(t; 2   ) = SB(t; ): (182)
This is consistent with the assumption that the total system is a pure state and the von-
Neumann entropy for the total system is vanishing.
After the modular transformation, we can rewrite (181) as follows9
SA(t; ) =
1
3
log
2
aUV
+
1
6
log
j1( i4 ji2 )j2  j1( +it2 ji2 )j2
(i
2
)6  j1( +it2 + i4 ji2 )jj1( +it2   i4 ji2 )j
;  =

4
: (183)
The explicit form of SA(t; ) is plotted in Fig.16 as a function of t. In the limit  ! 1,
where the quench disappears, we reproduce the standard result [83, 84]
SA =
1
3
log

2
aUV
sin

2

: (184)
In the opposite limit  ! 0, which corresponds to the innitely extended space, we can
easily reproduce the result (46) at the central charge c = 1
SA = Sdiv +
2t
3
(0 < t < 
2
)
= Sdiv +

3
(t > 
2
); (185)
where we separate the divergent part Sdiv  13 log 2aUV .
9Actually, in this expression, the values of 1(
+it
 ji2 ), 1( +it2 + i4 ji2 ), where  = 4 and 1( +it2   i4 ji2 )
are always all real even before we take their absolute values. This justify our analytical continuation
Re[y]! + it.
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Figure 16: The plot of Seff (t)  2 (SA(t; )  SA(0; )) as a function of t at  = 0:2.
Figure 17: Quantum black hole creations and annihilations in AdS space by the quantum
quench as obtained from Fig.16.
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8.4 Holographic interpretation of the result
Let us discuss the holographic interpretation of the result, although since we are considering
free CFT, corresponding bulk gravity is highly quantum. In gure 16 ,one can easily see the
resulting entanglement entropy SA(t; ) is linearly growing in t <

2
, and linearly decreasing
t > 
2
. One can also observe the the entanglement entropy is periodic in time.
SA(t; ) = SA(t+ ; ) (186)
Despite its highly quantum nature, one can imagine an eective classical description
qualitatively. Let us prepare two eternal black holes with temperature , and consider the
region  
2
< t < 
2
of them. We then glue the t =  
2
slice of the one of the black holes
with t = 
2
slice of the another black hole. The resulting geometry can be seen as a black
hole is continued at t = 
2
to a white hole. The white hole at t > 
2
can be regarded as a
model of quantum black hole emitting huge amounts of Hawking radiations.
As we have seen previously, the linear growth of the entanglement entropy in t < 
2
can be interpreted by the growth of interior region of the dual black hole. The decrease of
entanglement entropy t > 
2
also can be interpreted by the reduce of the interior region of
the white hole. The behavior in t > 
2
of (181) can be interpreted by referring t < 0 behavior
of (124) in the eternal black hole, where the entanglement entropy is linearly decreasing.
In the region t < 0 in the eternal black hole, the disconnected surface, the area of which is
given by (124) probes inside of the white hole. Since the interior region of the white hole
is gradually reducing, the area of the disconnected surface is decreasing. Hence we see the
geometry in the above paragraph provides a bulk interpretation of the CFT result, namely
the black hole creation and subsequent evaporation of via the Hawking radiations. After
the evaporation of the black hole, the emitted Hawking radiations are reected at the time
like boundary of the AdS. Then they again concentrate at the center of AdS to recreate
a black hole. Successive recursions of the creation and the evaporation of the black hole
explain the time periodic nature of the entanglement entropy SA(t; ).
8.5 Time evolutions of correlation functions
In this section we would like to consider time evolutions of correlation functions. We also
interpret these results by the bulk picture discussed in the previous section.
8.5.1 One Point Functions
Assume that an operator O in CFT is dual to a eld O in AdS. The bulk to boundary
relation in AdS/CFT [88] argues that the one point function hO(x)i in the CFT is propor-
tional to the value of the eld  near the AdS boundary. Since we are not deforming the
CFT itself, the prole of O is supposed to be normalizable.
The most important one point function in time-dependent backgrounds will be that of
the energy stress tensor. Due to its conservation law, this clearly becomes time-independent.
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It is straightforward to calculate the energy density En of the left-moving oscillator n as
follows
En = 1
2
h nni = n
2(en   1) : (187)
This indeed obeys the Bose-Einstein distribution with the eective temperature. This
temperature can also be seen in the reduced density matrix when we trace out the right-
moving oscillators ~n (or equally left-moving ones)
L = TrRe
 
4
H jBihBje 4H =
1Y
m=0
1X
n=0
e mn
( m)np
n!
j0ih0j(m)
n
p
n!
; (188)
where we omit the zero modes. The total energy density in the  ! 0 limit can be found
as usual Etot ' 2
P1
n=1 En ' 6T 2eff .
Even though we conrmed that our system is thermalized, we cannot nd signals of
black hole creation and annihilation from the time-independent one point function (187).
Motivated by this we would like to calculate another one point function which is not dual
to any conserved quantities. Especially we consider the one point function heikX(t;)i for
the Dirichlet boundary state for the initial state j	0i, where k can take only integer values
as we set R = 1. After a calculation similar to the appendix D, we nally obtain (we set
 = 0)
heikX(t;0)i =
3

k(+it)
i
j2i


3
 
0j2i

  j  2i  j3k2j1   +iti j2i  jk2 ;  = 4 : (189)
As is clear from the plot in Fig.18, it has peaks at t = 0; ; 2;    . This behavior is actually
natural from our interpretation in terms of black hole creations and annihilations. As the
result of the entanglement entropy suggests, a black hole is created at t = 0 and reaches
its maximal size at t = 
2
. Therefore, we expect that the radiations from the black hole
will be the most strong at t = 
2
; 3
2
;    , remembering the periodicity . They will reach
at the AdS boundary after the propagation time10 t = =2. This explains the peaks of
heikX(t;0)i since the one point function is dual to the value of bulk scalar eld near the AdS
boundary and its square should be proportional to the strength of radiations. Notice that
this non-vanishing one point function is peculiar to time-dependent black holes. This is
because the one point function, which is holographically dual to a classical radiation, is
vanishing in the static thermal CFT.
10This can be found from the metric of the global AdS3: ds
2 =   cosh2 dt2 + d2 + sinh2 d2 as
t =
R1
0
d
cosh  =

2 . In the presence of black holes one may think that the propagation time of a massless
particle will be changed. Indeed, in a semiclassical black hole, this happens and aects the structures of
singularities of two point functions [81]. However, we do not consider this modication as we are interested
in a region in gravity where quantum corrections are so large that the even horizon does not seem to be
dened using a metric.
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Figure 18: The plot of the one point function eikX(t;0) as a function of t at  = 0:2 and
k = 3.
8.5.2 Evolution of two point function in the quench
We would like to elaborate on time dependent correlation functions in the quench to discuss
the information loss problem of black holes [62]. In [79, 85, 87], it has been argued that
information loss problem is dual to the quasinormal behavior (exponential decay) of time
dependent two point functions in a large N gauge theory at nite temperature:
hO(t1)O(t2)i  exp[ cjt1   t2j]: (190)
where c is a positive real constant. These behavior breaks the unitarity of the theory
because this shows that any uctuations that we add to the initial state will eventually
vanish. In the same papers, it has also been conjectured in a nite N gauge theory, the
decay of the correlation stops at the value of order exp[ O(N2)], then correlation grows,
and repeats this behavior because of the Poincare recurrence of the theory.
Indeed, this quasinormal behavior can be seen in our model. If we set y1 =

4
+it, y2 =

4
and kL = kR = k in the two point functions (340) for the Neumann boundary condition,
we nd
G(t) = hexp ikX(t; 0) exp ikX(0; 0)iN
= 

i
2
6k2


1

(
4
+it)
i
j i
2

1
 
t
2
j i
2
2

k2


1
 

4i
j i
2

1
 
2
+it
2i
j i
2
2

k2
: (191)
In Fig.19, we show the plot of G(t). It has the periodicity 2 as a signal propagates
from  = 0 and it has to go back to the same point. The divergences at t 2 2Z come from
the usual short distance behavior of the operator product. If   t  1, we can nd the
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Figure 19: The plot of G(t) as a function of t at  = 0:2.
following exponential behavior of G(t)
G(t) ' f() exp

 2k
2t


; (192)
for a certain time-independent function f(). Due to the 2 periodicity, after G(t) gets
decreased exponentially, it reaches its (non-zero) minimum at t =  and then again begins
to increase.
Finally, it is also intriguing to study the time evolution of the two point function with
separated points hexp ikX(t; ) exp ikX(t; 0)i for Neumann boundary condition. If we
use the formula (340) of Appendix A, and set y1 =

4
+ it+ i and y2 =

4
+ it, we have
F (t; ) = hexp ikX(t; ) exp ikX(t; 0)iN
= 
 
i
2
6k2 
1 4 +iti j i22k
2
j1( 2 j i2 )j2k2
1 2(4 +it)+i2i j i2k
2 1 2(4 +it) i2i j i2k
2 :
In Fig.20, we plot F (t; ). The graph shows that the correlation becomes strong when
Seff is large (compare with Fig.16). This can be regarded as a further evidence of the
successive productions and annihilations of quantum black holes in our system.
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Figure 20: The plot of F (t; ) as a function of t at  = 0:2.
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9 Higher spin theory
9.1 Why higher spin ??
A higher spin eld is a massless eld with spin larger than two. Gravitational eld can
couple to these higher spin elds. In this section, we would like to consider generalizations of
ordinary theories of gravity where these higher spin elds are coupled (higher spin theories).
The primary motivation to consider higher spin theories is the fact that string theory
contains massive higher spin states. Their mass in the Minkowski space is given by
m2s =
s
l2s
; (193)
where ls is the string scale. If we consider curved spacetimes, these excitations are expected
to be massless when the curvature of the background spacetime is large compared to the
string scale. To explore classical dynamics of string theory in this regime we need to take
these elds into account. A spin s eld is described by a rank s fully symmetric tensor
'1s . The linearized equation of motion of the spin s eld '1s around a at space has
been written down by Fronsdal [98]
'1s   @(1@'j2s) + @(1@2'3s = 0; (194)
The equation is invariant under the gauge transformation of the spin s eld.
'1s = @(12s); (195)
where 1s satises the following traceless conditions
1s 3 = 0: (196)
Although in the Minkowski space it is dicult to construct interacting higher spin theories
due to Coleman Maudula theorem, however one can construct these theories in spacetime
with cosmological constants. Thanks to Vasiliev and his collaborators, the nonlinear equa-
tions of motion for higher spin elds have been known [91, 92]. To write down these equa-
tions in general we need to consider multiplets which are containing innitely many higher
spin elds, hence their expressions are highly complicated. However in three dimension
dramatical simplications occur, because all these higher spin elds become topological.
Blencowe [107] found that Chern Simon theories with gauge groups G  SL(2;R) describe
higher spin theories.
In the context of AdS/CFT correspondence, The necessity to include the eects of higher
spin elds has been already pointed out few years after the discovery of the correspondence.
The basic observation is that there are additional higher spin conserved currents in the free
limit t0Hooft ! 0 of the gauge theory side, which is related to the higher curvature limit
of gravity side. To see this, for example consider a free scalar boson , and the current
operator,
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J1s = @(1    @s): (197)
The current is conserved @Js = 0 because of the equation of motion of the free boson
@2 = 0. This is what we anticipated also in gravity side (emergence of higher spin elds.)
Klebanov and Polyakov conjectured the concrete duality between a higher spin theory in
AdS4 and (singlet sector of ) three dimensional O(N) model [93].
Quite recently, Gaberdiel and Gopakumar conjectured similar holographic duality be-
tween a higher spin theory in AdS3 and a large N limit of a WN minimal model [97] .
The simplicity of three dimensional gravities makes more elaborated studies of quantum
gravity as well as black holes possible. There are two main achievements in this direction.
First, Brown and Henneaux found that the asymptotically symmetry algebra of AdS3 which
is a subalgebra of general coordinate transformations that keep the given boundary condi-
tions of the conguration at the conformal boundary of AdS3 is a pair of Virasoro algebra
with central charge c = 3l
2G
[28]. This does imply that quantum theories of gravity on AdS3
has same symmetry with two dimensional conformal eld theories. This can be regarded as
an important precursor of AdS/CFT correspondence. In two dimensional CFTs on a torus,
Cardy's formula counts the number of operators with suciently large scaling dimensions.
Strominger found that the entropy of BTZ black holes can be explained microscopically
in the CFT side, by using the Cardy's formula together with the Brown and Henneaux's
central charge [100]. Hence we know what kind of chiral primary operators are dual to
microstates of BTZ black holes in principle. The situation is very much dierent to un-
derstanding of microstates of usual four dimensional asymptotically at schwarzchild black
holes.
The quantum gravity in two dimension is also actually tractable. However it turned
out that formation of quantum black holes in these theories are highly unlikely [109]. In
summary, to have a model of quantum gravity with enough complexity to contain black
holes nevertheless tractable, working in three dimensions is most easy and promising way,
compared with working on other dimensions.
9.2 Higher spin theory in three dimensions
In this section we see how higher spin theories in three dimensions can be described by
Chern Simons actions with gauge group G  SL(2;R).
9.2.1 SL(2;R) Chern Simons theory and Einstein gravity
First of all, we see that a pair of SL(2;R) Chern Simons theory is classically equivalent to
Einstein gravity with negative cosmological constant ([105, 106]). The action is given by
I = Scs[A]  SCS[ A] Scs[A] = k
4
Z
tr

dA ^ A+ 2
3
A ^ A ^ A

; (198)
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the Chern Simons level k is given k = l
4GN
11. The equations of motion are nothing but
atness conditions of these Chern Simons conenctions.
F = dA+ A ^ A = 0 F = d A+ A ^ A = 0: (199)
If we introduce new variables !; e,
A = ! + e; A = !   e; (200)
the equations of motion are rewritten as
d! + ! ^ ! + e ^ e = 0 de+ e ^ ! + ! ^ e = 0 (201)
If we interpret the new variable e to be the tetrad of the spacetime, and ! to be the
spin connection, the second equation is nothing but the torsion free condition of the spin
connection. In addition, d! + ! ^ ! term appearing in the rst equation is the curvature
two form of the spacetime. By contracting it by the tetrad we obtain Einstein equation
with negative cosmological constant. Hence Three dimensional Einstein gravity is at least
classically equivalent to a pair of Chern Simons theory with the non compact gauge group
SL(2;R).
Let us remark how symmetry of both theories are related. Einstein gravity is invariant
under general coordinate transformations x ! x + , and the Chern Simons theory is
invariant under gauge transformations of the connections,
A! A+ d+ [A; ] A! A+ d+ [ A; ]: (202)
By introducing a set of generators fTag of SL(2;R) , A = AaTa, [Ta; Tb] = cabTc, we nd
the change of the tetrad ea via the gauge transformation,
ea = @(
a   a) + abc(b   b)!c + abc(b + b)ec: (203)
Therefore if we choose the gauge functions a; a to be
a =
1
2
ea 
 a =  1
2
ea 
; (204)
we get
ea = e
a
@ + 
@e
a
 + 
a
bce
b

! : (205)
On the other hand the variation of the tetrad in terms of the coordinate transformation is
x ! ,
ea = e
a
@ + 
@e
a
 (206)
hence they are related up to the local Lorentz transformation.
Since we have identied ea to be the tetrad of the spacetime, one can recover the
spacetime metric from the tetrad as
g = tr e(e): (207)
11The Chern Simons level of A and that of A need not to be equal. If these are dierent, the theory is
classically equivalent to topologically massive gravity
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9.2.2 Chern Simons theory with G  SL(2;R) anh higher spin theories
When the gauge group G of the Chern Simons theory contains SL(2;R), it is naturally
identied as a higher spin theory in three dimension [107]. These higher spin elds are
given by a product of tetrads. For example, the spin three eld is given by
' = e(ee) (208)
Actually, one can recover the linearized equations of motion pf higher spin elds in anti de
Sitter space from the atness conditions of the Chern Simons connection [98].
9.3 Asymptotically symmetry algebra
In this subsection we derive asymptotically symmetry algebras (below we call them as
\ASG" in short) of three dimensional higher spin theories. In particular, we consider
SL(3;R) Chern Simon theory which is the simplest higher spin theory, as we have reviewed.
The goal of the section is to see the ASG of the SL(3;R) Chern Simon theory is so called
W3 algebra which is a generalization of Virasoro algebra. An ASG is the algebra of a set
of symmetry transformations which maps a state in the phase space of the theory into
an another state in the phase space. In classical theories of gravity such a phase space
is dened by specifying certain boundary conditions at the innity of the spacetime in
question.. First we dene a phase space of SL(3;R) Chern Simons theory by specifying
appropriate boundary conditions of the Chern Simons connections so that the action is
gauge invariant even in the presence of the conformal boundary. We then specify a set of
gauge transformations which map an element of the phase space into the another element.
We denote our spacetime manifold M , and assume its time slice have topology of a disk
D,M RtD. We use (; x) as a coordinate of the spacetime, where the  is the radial
coordinate, and x are light cone coordinates of the boundary cylinder at  =1 .
First we employ a gauge where the radial dependence of connections becomes trivial.
To do this we x the radial components of the connections to be
A = b
 1()db() A = b()db 1(): (209)
Then by the atness conditions of the connections we gauge away the radial dependences
of the other components
A(; x) = b() a(x) b() 1; A(; x) = b() a+(x) b() 1; (210)
the remaining degrees of freedom are connections at the boundary cylinder a(x).
Next we impose boundary conditions for the connections so that the Chern Simons
action on M is gauge invariant. If we slightly vary the connections A ! A + A the
action is varied by
S =
Z
@M
dx+ ^ dx tr (A+A    A A+) : (211)
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this motivates the boundary condition A  = 0 at the boundary cylinder. We also have a
similar boundary condition for the barred connection, namely A+ = 0.
Since we are interested in spacetimes with negative cosmological constant, we also would
like to impose asymptotic AdS conditions to the connections. To do this, let us introduce a
explicit generator of sl(3;R), namely fLi;Wmg with i =  1    1;m =  2    2. Li generate
a sl(2;R) subalgebra,
[Li; Lj] = Li+j: (212)
and remaining generators transform as spin 2 operators of the sl(2;R) (principal embed-
ding),
[Li;Wm] = Wi+m: (213)
For specic generators, see Appendix A. The connections which are corresponding to the
global AdS3 is given by
A =

eL1 +
1
4
e L 1

dx+ + L0 d; A =  

eL 1 +
1
4
e L1

dx    L0 d: (214)
It is convenient to use a by choosing b() = eL0 ,
a =

L1 +
1
4
L 1

dx+ a =  

L 1 +
1
4
L 1

dx : (215)
By using the relation between metric and connection (207) we obtain global AdS3 metric.
We then propose the following asymptotic AdS boundary conditions for connections.
A  AAdS3

=1 = O(1)
A  AAdS3

=1 = O(1): (216)
From the commutation relations of the generators, one can specify the form of the connec-
tions which keep the boundary conditions
a =

L1   2L(x
+)
k
L 1   
2k
W(x+)W 2

dx+ A = eL0ae L0 + L0d: (217)
In summary, we dene our phase space C for connections A as follows
C = fAj A  AAdS3 = O(1); A  = 0; A = L0g: (218)
As we have seen the conguration space is spanned by two arbitrary functions fL(x+);W(x+)g
we also dene a similar conguration space for A.
Next we would like to nd a set of gauge transformations A = d + [A;] which are
closed in C . Two conditions fA  = 0; A = L0g constrain the (; x) to following form
A = 0! (x) = eL0(x)e L0 ; A  = 0! @ (x) = 0: (219)
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To discuss constraints of the gauge function (x+) which comes from the asymptotic
AdS conditions, let us expand the function by the generators of SL(3;R)
(x+) =
1X
i= 1
i(x+)Li +
2X
m= 2
m(x+)Wm: (220)
If we denote 1 and 2 to be  and  respectively, the other functions are written in terms
of  and  because of the asymptotic AdS conditions.
0 =  0;  1 = 1
2
00 +
2
k
L+ 4
k
W : (221)
1 =  0;
0 =
1
2
00 +
4
k
L;
 1 =  1
6
000   10
3k
0L   4
3k
L0;
 2 =   1
24
000 +
4
3k
00L+ 7
6k
0L0 + 
3k
L00 + 4
2
k2
L   
2k
W :
(222)
by the gauge transformation which satisfy the conditions the functions changes as follows
L = + 20L+ k
4
000;
W = W 0 + 30W ; (223)
W = 2W 0 + 30W ;
W =  1
3

2L000 + 90L00 + 10000L+ k
4
(5)

  64
3k
 
LL0 + 0L2 : (224)
Here we would like to nd the algebra of the conserved charges which are associated
with these gauge transformations. For a given gauge transformation , associated charge
of the Chern Simons theory is
G[] =
Z
M
trFijdx
i ^ dxj +Q[]; Q[] =
Z
@M
trAidx
i: (225)
In the presence of boundary, the variation of the rst term does not only proportional to
A in the bulk , but also depend on their boundary value. The last term is added so that
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the total charge have well dened functional derivative. Due to the second term, the total
charge G[] does not always vanish. A transformation  whose generating charge G[]
is non vanishing is not a gauge transformation but rather a global transformation. The
transformation does changes a state into a physically inequivalent state.
Since the bulk contribution of the charge (224) vanishes on shell Fij = 0, The variation
of a function F of the Chern Simons connections by a global transformation  can be
written as
F = fQ[]; Fg (226)
Substituting the change of dynamical variables (L;W), (224) and the denition of the Q[]
into the formula, we nd the following Poisson structure,
fLp;Lqg = (p  q)Lp+q + c
12
(p3   p)p+q;0; c = 6k
fLp;Wqg = (2p  q)Wp+q;
fLp;Wqg = (p  q)
3
(2p2 + 2q2   pq   8)Lp+q + 32
c
(p  q)p+q
+
c
36
p(p2   1)(p2   4)p+q; (227)
where Lp;Wp denotes Fourier coecients of L(x+);W(x+),
L(x+) =   1
2
1X
p= 1
~Lpeipx+ ; Lp = ~Lp   k
4
p;0; W(x+) = 1
2
1X
p= 1
Wpeipx+ (228)
and p+q appearing in the last equation in (227) is dened as
p =
1X
q= 1
Lq+pLq (229)
The algebra is known asW3 algebra, which is a nonlinear generalization of Virasoro algebra,
and containing spin three generators fWmg. The same algebra is also realized as the
asymptotic symmetry of the barred connections A.
In conclusion, we nd that asymptotic symmetry algebra of the higher spin theory in
terms of SL(3;R) Chern Simons theory.
9.4 Gaberdiel Gopakumar duality
We see that the CFT dual of a higher spin theory in AdS3 has W symmetry. Indeed,
Gaberdiel and Gopakumar [97] conjectured a precise holographic duality between a higher
spin theory and a large N limit of CFT with W symmetry. Let us briey see the content
of the duality. For details, we refer the review [104].
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The bulk theory contains higher spin elds and a scalar eld. Gauge group of the theory
is the innite dimensional Lie algebra hs[], the generators of which are again labeled by
sl(2;R) spin, fV sn g; jnj < 2s   1; n = 1;   1. The commutators of the generators depend
on the real parameter .
The boundary CFT is given by a large N limit of WN minimal model. More precisely,
This is given by a WZW model of the coset,
SU(N)k  SU(N)1
SU(N)k+1
(230)
with the large N limit
N !1; N !1  = N
N + k
; xed (231)
This CFT turned out to have innite dimensional symmetry W1[]. In bulk higher spin
side, we also nd W1[] as the asymptotic symmetry algebra of hs[] [101]. This can be
viewed as a nontrivial evidence of the duality. There are several other evidences in favor of
the duality, including matching of three point functions, [102], and perturbative partition
function [103].
hs[], W []
9.5 higher spin black holes
So far we see that the asymptotic symmetry algebra of SL(3;R) Chern Simons theory is
a pair of W3 algebra. This implies that dual CFT2 states are labeled by both the scaling
dimension L0 and the spin 3 charge W0. In the presence of the additional charge W0, one
can consider a grand canonical ensemble with the spin 3 chemical potential 3, which is the
canonical conjugate of the spin 3 charge W0.
When we consider a partition function Z() of a usual canonical ensemble of the dual
CFT2, its saddle point which is dominant at high temperature limit  ! 0 have a natural
gravitational interpretation, namely a BTZ black hole. Actually Cardy's formula enumer-
ates the degeneracy of primary operators with suciently high scaling dimensions (L0; L0)
, and its logarithm does match with the entropy of BTZ black hole with (L0; L0).
Hence we anticipate that the saddle point of a grand canonical partition function with
spin 3 charge W0 has a gravity interpretation in terms of a black hole with a nontrivial spin
3 eld conguration (higher spin black hole). Following the intuition, in this subsection we
construct a black hole solution in SL(3;R) Chern Simons theory with spin 3 charge.
To begin with, recall that the connections of the form (217) have a natural CFT inter-
pretation, namely states j i with xed expectation value of spin 2 and 3 currents L^; W^ ,
L = h jL^j i;W = h jW^j i. For example if we takeW = 0 and L = L > 0, the connection
corresponds to a static BTZ black hole. The associated metric is
ds2 =  

e   2L
k
e 
2
dt2 + d2 +

e +
2L
k
e 
2
d2: (232)
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The horizon of the black hole is located at  = +, satisfying
e+ =
r
2L
k
; (233)
To construct higher spin black holes which are dual to the saddles of the grand canonical
partition functions, we need to perturb the connection by adding a spin 3 chemical potential.
To do this let us consider the following ansatz of the connections,
a =

L1   2L
k
L 1   
2k
WW 2

dx+
+ (W2 + w1W1 + w0W0 + w 1W 1 + w 2W2 + lL 1) dx :
a =  

L 1   2
L
k
L1   
2k
WW2

dx 
   W 2 + w 1W 1 + w0W0 + w1W1 + w2W2 + lL1 dx+: (234)
We assume that all the coecient of generators depends on both x.
Substituting the ansatz to atness conditions of the connections, we nd,
l =
4
k
W;
w1 =  @+;
w0 =
1
2
@2+ 
4
k
L;
w 1 =  1
6
@3++
4
3k
@+L+ 10
3k
L@+;
w 2 =
1
24
@4+ 
4
3k
@2+L  
7
6k
@+L@+  
3k
@2+L+
42
k2
L2: (235)
Furthermore, there are additional constraints involving L;W ,
@ L =  3W@+  2@+W; (236)
@ W =   k
12
@5++
2
3
@3+L+ 3@2+L@++ 5@+L@2++
10
3
L@3+ 
64
3k
L@+L  64
3k
@+:
(237)
The last two equations have a natural CFT2 interpretation. Let us begin with the rst
equation (236). Let hT (z)i be the one point function of the holomorphic part of the stress
tensor in the presence of the spin 3 chemical potential . If we evaluate it in the linear
order in , we get,
hT (z)i = hT (z)i0 +
Z
dw2(w)hT (z)W(w)i+O(2); (238)
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where hT (z)i0 denotes the expectation value of the stress tensor in the absence of the chem-
ical potential. In this case the eld theory has exact conformal symmetry, ie, @zhT (z)i0 = 0.
The integral appearing in (238) can be calculated by considering the OPE for the stress
tensor and the spin 3 current W(w),
T (z)W(w) = 3
(z   w)2W(0) +
1
z   w@W(0) +    : (239)
Due to the OPE, hT (z)i have nontrivial z dependence. Sustituting the OPE (239) into
the integral (238), and taking derivatives of both sides with z, we get
1
2
@zhT (z)i =  3hW(z; z)i@z(z; z) + 2@zW(z; z)i(z; z): (240)
By using the identication similar to (228) hT i = 1
2
L, we get the (236).
One can make a similar interpretation for (237), by making use of the OPE of spin 3
currents
W(z)W(w) =  5k
2
1
(z   w)6 +
10

1
(z   w)4L+
5

1
(z   w)3@L+
3
2
1
(z   w)2@
2L
  1
3
1
z   w@
3L   32
3k
1
z   wL@L  
32
3k
1
(z   w)2L
2: (241)
In summary we nd that a dictionary between  appearing in the Chern Simons con-
nections and the spin 3 chemical potential in the dual CFT2. We conrm this by showing
the atness conditions of the Chern Simons connections (234) correctly predicts anti holo-
morphic part of stress energy tensor in the presence spin 3 chenical potential.
We are interested in the case of constant spin 3 chemical potential. In that case the
connections are given by
a =

L1   2L
k
L 1   
2k
WW 2

dx+
+ 

W2   4L
k
W0 +
42L2
k2
W 2 +
4W
k
L 1

dx ;
a =  

L 1   2
L
k
L1   
2k
WW2

dx 
  

W 2   4
L
k
W0 +
42 L2
k2
W2 +
4 W
k
L1

dx+: (242)
Since the connection reduces to the usual BTZ black hole if we set  = 0;W = 0, we can
identify the solution as a black hole solution with spin 3 charge which describe the saddle
point of the dual CFT2 partition function with spin three chemical potential.
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9.6 More general higher spin black holes
Here we briey mention how to systematically derive higher spin black hole solutions in
sl(N;R) or more generally hs[] Chern Simons theory. To do this we employ the so
called principal embedding of sl(2;R), where the generators of G constitute some rep-
resentations of the sl(2;R) subalgebra. For example generators sl(N;R) can be divided
into sl(2;R) generators fLig, and remaining generators are labeled by two integers as
fV smg s = 3;   N;m =  2s + 1    2s   1 and each generators with xed s behave as
spin s  1 states of the subalgebra sl(2;R).
One can x the gauge so that only the highest weight of sl(2;R), L 1; V s s+1 appears in
the holomorphic ( or anti holomorphic) part of the connection a (or a).
a+ = L1   2L
k
L 1 +
NX
s=3
WsV s s+1
a  =  
 
L 1   2
L
k
L1 +
NX
s=3
WsV ss 1
!
(243)
From the analysis of asymptotically symmetry algebras that is similar to the analysis of
the previous section, the coecients in front of the generators V s s+1 turned out to be spin
s charge of dual CFT2. (We assume appropriate normalizations of the generators)
The remaining parts of the connections ( a  and a+) are determined by the atness
conditions. Since the connections are constant, the equations imply that a+ and a  are
commute (similarly, a  and a+ are commute). Hence these part can be written as
a  =
NX
s=3
s

as 1+  
1
N
tr as 1+ I

a  =
NX
s=3
s

as 1   
1
N
tr as 1  I

: (244)
Here we add second terms in each connections so that they are traceless (we denote I to
be a N N unit matrix). The coecients appearing in the connections s turn out to be
the spin s chemical potentials. This is proved by OPE analysis as we did in the previous
section.
9.7 Thermodynamics of higher spin black holes
9.7.1 The regularity condition of Euclidean higher spin black holes
In this section we would like to explore thermodynamics of higher spin black holes. To do
this let us recall the way to derive thermodynamical quantities of usual black holes with
event horizons in general relativity in the semi classical limit. First, we make the black
hole Euclidean by the analytic continuation, t ! i , then identify the Euclidean timelike
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direction with period  (inverse temperature). The metric of the Euclidean black hole have
a tip at the event horizon. The near horizon metric can be written as
ds2 = a22dt2E + d
2    + ; (245)
where  in the metric denotes the coordinate of the radial direction, and the horizon is
located at  = 0. a is some constant. The inverse temperature can not be independent with
other parameters of the black hole, for example mass of the black hole, ie M =M(). This
is because we need to avoid the conical singularity at the tip, or we have a delta functional
divergence of Ricci curvature R  () which can not appear in a saddle point conguration.
The free energy of the black hole is derived by integrating the temperature dependent mass
M() by . below we call the prescription as Gibbons Hawking prescription.
However the Gibbons Hawking prescription does not work for higher spin black holes.
The reason is that it is not a gauge invariant prescription in a higher spin theory, since
gauge transformations of higher spin elds can change a metric non trivially. In general
the gauge transformations can change a black metric with an event horizon into a metric
without event horizons. For instance, the metric of static spin 3 black hole in the highest
weight gauge does not have an event horizon.
ds2 = d2   dt2
"
2e2 +

k
We 2   8
2
k2
L2e 2
2
+

e   2
k
Le  + 4
k
We 
2#
+ d2
"
e +
2
k
Le  + 4
k
We 
2
+

2e2 +

k
We 2   8
2
k2
L2e 2
2
+
642
3k2
2L2
#
:
(246)
One can check gtt() > 0 for generic values of parameters appearing in the metric. However
in [110], it was found that the metric of the spin 3 black hole in the highest weight gauge
can be mapped to a metric with an event horizon via some gauge transformation. 12
The break down of the Gibbons Hawking prescription is a generic feature of black holes
in higher spin theories, we need to nd alternative regularity conditions of Euclidean black
holes.
For three dimensional higher spin theory, this is possible by using the holonomy of
the Chern Simons connection along the Euclidean timelike cycle. Let us consider a BTZ
black hole where the usual Gibbons Hawking prescription is safely applied, and rephrase
the regularity condition of the metric by the condition of Chern Simons connection. If
the Euclidean black hole is regular at the tip, the holonomy of the connection along the
12Here a gauge transformation mean a transformation with vanishing charge.
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Euclidean timelike cycle CT has to be trivial
13 .
1 = exp

i
Z
CT
A

= b() e! b() 1; ! = 2(a+   a ): (247)
1 = exp

i
Z
CT
A

= b() 1 e! b() ! = 2( a+    a ): (248)
(249)
In the expression we introduced the moduli parameter  of the boundary torus. In static
black holes this is related to the inverse temperature  as  = i
2
, but it can have a real
part in general, when the black hole is stationary L 6= L. The regularity condition tell us
following relations,
 =
ik
2
1p
2kL ;  =
ik
2
1p
2kL (250)
One can check the conditions (247) (248) are indeed satised by Euclidean BTZ black holes,
the metric of which satisfy the regularity condition. Actually by substituting the temper-
ature of the black holes derived by the metric regularity condition into their connections,
and using the basis of the generators in Appendix A we have
!BTZ =
0@ 2i 0 00  2i 0
0 0 0
1A !BTZ =
0@ 2i 0 00  2i 0
0 0 0
1A ; (251)
hence the holonomies are trivial.
Next we would like to consider the partition function of the black hole. Since logarithm
of the partition function logZ() and stress tensor L(); L() is related by
L =  i
42
@
@
logZ; L = i
42
@
@
logZ: (252)
By integrating these relation, we have,
logZBTZ =
ik
2
  ik
2
(253)
Entropy of the black hole is derived by the Legendre transformation of it.
SBTZ =  42i
 
L+  L+ logZ = ik

  ik

(254)
One can check that the entropy actually coincide with the Bekenstein Hawking entropy .
Hence the entropy can be microscopically derived by using Cardy's formula, which counts
the number of primary operators with suciently high scaling dimensions (L0; L0).
13More generally, the holonomy has to be a center of the complexied gauge group.
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9.7.2 Thermodynamics of higher spin black holes
In the previous section, we argued that thermodynamics of BTZ black holes in the Chern
Simons theory point of view. The argument was divided by two parts. First we discussed a
way to impose the regularity condition to the Chern Simons connections of the black holes
in terms of the holonomy of the Euclidean time like cycle. Form the condition one could nd
the relation between stress tensor of the black holes L; L and the modular parameter of the
boundary torus (temperature). In the second part of the argument we derived the entropy
or partition function of the black holes by integrating the rst law of thermodynamics.
In this section we would like to apply the argument for spin 3 black holes (242). First
we need to impose regularity conditions. For this purpose, we assume that the regularity
condition of higher spin black holes is same as that of BTZ black holes. Namely, we demand
that the holonomies of higher spin black holes for Euclidean time like cycle !HS; !HS satisfy
!HS = !BTZ !HS = !BTZ (255)
One can check the validity of the prescription from various point of view. Here we
summarize the evidences of it.
 At the linearized level of spin 3 chemical potential, one can check that the condition
is equivalent to the regularity condition of the metric g and spin 3 eld  [108]
 As we will see, the spin 2 L and spin 3 W charge derived from the condition satisfy
the integrability conditions, hence we can derive the partition function consistently.
For certain gauge group hs[] one can reproduce the derived partition function from
the dual CFT2 computation[115, 116].
The holonomy conditions (255) in sl(3;R) are equivalent to the following equations.
82 + tr !2HS = 0; det !HS = 0 (256)
82 + tr !2HS = 0; det !HS = 0 (257)
These equaitons can be solved order by order in  expansion. For the latter conve-
nience we instead use  =  as the expansion parameter. Then the resulting charges
L(; );W(; )
L(; ) =   k
8 2
+
5k2
6 6
  20k
4
3 10
+
1768k6
27 14
  57664k
8
81 18
   (258)
W(; ) =   k
3 5
+
80k3
27 9
  272k
5
9@i 13
+
27136k7
81 17
  954880k
9
243 21
   : (259)
As we have advertised, he resulting charges satisfy the integrability condition
@L
@
=
@W
@
(260)
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Hence there exists the partition function of the black hole consistently. The logarithm
of the partition function of the spin 3 black hole is related to charges via rst law of
thermodynamics,
L =   i
42
@ logZ
@
W =   i
42
@ logZ
@
(261)
therefore the holomorphic part of the partition funciton is given by
logZhol(; ) =
ik
2
  2ik
2
3 5
+
80ik4
27 9
  544ik
6
27 13
13568ik8
81 17
+    (262)
One can obtain the anti holomorphic part of the partition function by integrating the rst
law.
Finally the entropy of the black hole is obtained by taking the Legendre transformation
of the logarithm of the partition function. It's holomorphic part is
Shol =
ik

  4ik
2
 5
+
800ik4
27 9
  7616ik
6
27 13
+
27136ik8
9 17
   (263)
In this way, we derive the entropy of the higher spin black holes. One can compare
the entropy of higher spin black holes in hs[] and the dual CFT entropy, nding nice
agreement.
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10 An entropy formula for higher spin black holes via
conical singularity
In previous section we introduced higher spin black holes in three dimensional higher spin
theory. We then discussed thermodynamics of the black holes. This is achieved by demand-
ing the holonomy condition of the black hole connections, which is the natural generalization
of Gibbons-Hawking regularity condition. By integrating rst law of thermodynamics we
derived entropy of higher spin black holes.
One may complain the procedure to derive the black hole entropy is quite indirect. It
would be nice if there is a kind of Wald formula, which directly computes entropy of higher
spin black holes from their connections. In thenext section we derive the entropy formula
by using conical singularity approach which was developed by Fursaev and Solodukhin[FS].
The resulting entropy formula turned out to satisfy the correct rst law of thermodynamics.
10.1 Review of the derivation of the Wald formula via conical
singularity
In this section, we review the derivation of the Wald formula by evaluating the gravitational
action of a conical singularity. In subsection 10.1.1, we evaluate the Einstein-Hilbert action
of a conical singularity in two dimensions by taking the limit of a regularized metric. Since a
Euclidean black hole with decit angle on the bifurcation surface looks like a direct product
of a two dimensional cone and the bifurcation surface near the tip, we can use the result of
10.1.1 to evaluate the action of the singular black hole. We then discuss its relation to the
Wald formula in subsection 10.1.2.
10.1.1 Evaluation of the action of a conical singularity in 2 dimension
In this section, we review the evaluation of the Einstein-Hilbert action of a metric with
a conical singularity on a two dimensional manifold [119, 120, 121, 122]. As an example,
consider the metric:
ds2 = e(r)(dr2 + r2d2): (264)
Let us assume   +2;  6= 1. The metric has a conical singularity at the tip when
the period of the  direction is not 2. It is convenient to embed the cone into R3 by the
map:
x = r sin


y = r cos


z =
p
1  2r; (265)
so the cone is mapped to the surface
1  2
2
(x2 + y2)  z2 = 0 (266)
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with metric ds2 = e(r)(dx2 + dy2 + dz2), the pull back of which gives the metric (264) on
the 2d plane. In this form, the singularity is manifest because @z
@x
; @z
@y
are indeterminate at
the tip of the cone z = 0.
Since the metric (264) has a conical singularity, the curvature of the metric contains
a delta functional divergence at the tip in addition to the ordinary regular part, R 
Rreg + (1   )(r). The coecient in front of the delta function is attached so that for a
regular  = 1 metric, only Rreg appears in R.
To see this, we would like to evaluate the contribution of the singularity to the Einstein
Hilbert action
Rp
gR. Two steps are needed. First we construct a family of smooth metrics
g(a), each labeled by a real positive number a, and demand that they approach to the
original singular one in the limit a ! 0. We call the family the \regularization" of the
singular metric. One way to construct a regularization is by modifying the surface (265)
by a function f(r; a) as
z =
p
1  2f(r; a); @rf(r; a)jr=0 = 0; lim
r!1
f(r; a)! r; (267)
with the ambient metric ds2 = e(r)(dx2+dy2+dz2) held xed. We also assume f(r; 0) = r.
For example, if we take
z =
r
a2 +
1  2
2
r2; (268)
then the surface is replaced by a smooth hyperboloid when a 6= 0. For general f(r; a), the
pull back of the metric on the 2D plane is modied as
ds2 = e(r)(u(r)dr2 + r2d2) u(r) = 2 + (1  2)(@rf(r; a))2: (269)
We can see these metrics are regular at the tip r = 0. Second, we evaluate the Einstein
Hilbert actions I(a) of the regularized metrics for general non zero a. Since these metrics
are regular, we can safely evaluate I(a),
I(a) = 2
Z 1
0
dr
u0(r)
u
3
2
 
Z 1
0
dr
Z 2
0
rd
p
u(r)(r)
= 4(1  ) 
Z 1
0
dr
Z 2
0
rd
p
u(r)(r); (270)
where  is the Laplacian of the metric without conformal factor (depending on u(r)). The
a! 0 limit correspond to the action of the original metric with a conical singularity.
lim
a!0
I(a) = 4(1  ) 
Z 1
0
dr
Z 2
0
rd(r): (271)
Since the second term of the expression can be derived by directly substituting the metric
(264) into the action, it describes the contribution from the regular part of the curvature
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to the action. However, there is an additional term. The rst term in (271) is interpreted
as the contribution of the conical singularity at the tip, because it vanishes when  = 1.
The result show that the scalar curvature of the metric (264) is given by
p
gR =
p
gRreg +
2(1  )

(r); (272)
as we expected. It is important to note that the contribution of the singularity to the
action does not depend on the regularization function f(r; a) we use. This assures us that
the value 4(1  ) is intrinsic to the conical singularity.
10.1.2 Relation to black hole entropy
We can generalize the result to higher dimensions if the manifold we consider is the direct
product of a 2 dimensional cone C = S
1
R and a smooth manifold . In the case of the
metric of the form
ds2 = e(r)(r2d2 + dr2) + ds2; (273)
we are assuming    + 2;  6= 1. Demanding that the volume of the S1   located
at r = r0 is held xed, the general regularization of the metric can be written
ds2 = e(r)(r2d2 + u(r)dr2) + ds2; u(0) = 
2; u(1) = 1 (274)
Note that only grr is allowed to change. This turn out to be the correct regularization
and from this one can compute various geometric invariants in the presence of the conical
decit. The results turn out to be equivalent to the statement that the Riemann tensor
contains a delta functional singularity on ,
R = (Rreg)

 + 2(1  )(nn   nn); (275)
where  is delta function on  which satiseZ
C

p
g =
Z

p
h; (276)
and n = n

1n1 + n

2n2, where n1; n2 denotes the vector elds normal to  .
Euclidean black holes with temperature dierent from the Hawking temperature are
examples of these geometries. In this case  is the bifurcation surface of the black hole.
Suppose Z() is the quantum gravity partition function with xed temperature , eval-
uated semiclassically as
Z() =
Z
[Dg]e I
E [;g] ' e IEc [;gc()] I
E[; g]
g

g=gc()
= 0; (277)
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where IE denotes the Euclidean action. Then the entropy S() of the system is given by
S() =


@
@
  1

IE[; gc()]: (278)
Note that semiclassical metric depends on  because of regularity.
There is an alternative way of computing S(),
S() =


@
@
  1
 
=1
IEc [; gc()]: (279)
This expression instructs to rst evaluate the Euclidean action for the xed metric gc() but
with varying time periodicity . Such geometries with  6= 1 have conical singularities,
and their action can be calculated by the method reviewed in the previous section. By
substituting (275) into (279) one immediately obtains the Wald formula [121, 122].
S = 4
Z

p
h
@L
@R
nn: (280)
Note that if we divide the action into the regular part and the singular part, IEc [; gc()] =
IEreg + I
E
sing, the former does not contribute to the entropy,

@
@
  1

IEreg = 0; (281)
because IEreg is proportional  as we saw in (271).
10.2 Entropy of black holes via conical singularities in the Chern-
Simons formulation
In this section we adapt the discussion of the previous section to the Chern-Simons for-
mulation. We focus on BTZ black holes for our explicit computations, but then propose
that the resulting entropy formula holds in general. The validity of this proposal will be
conrmed in the next section.
10.2.1 Entropy of the BTZ black hole
It is well known that 3d Einstein gravity with negative cosmological constant can be for-
mulated in terms of Chern Simons theory with the gauge group SL(2; R) SL(2; R),
I[A; A] = ICS[A]  ICS[ A]; (282)
ICS[A] =
k
4
Z
Tr

A ^ dA+ 2
3
A ^ A ^ A

; (283)
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with k = 1=4G. For deniteness, in this section we consider the 22 matrix representation
for SL(2,R) (although the nal formulas will not end up depending on that choice) with
generators obeying
[Li; Lj] = (i  j)Li+j ; Tr(L1L 1) =  1 ; Tr(L0L0) = 1
2
: (284)
The connections are related to the vielbein e and spin connection ! as
A = ! + e; A = !   e; (285)
and the metric is given by
g = 2Tr[ee ]: (286)
The connections for the nonrotating BTZ black hole can be taken as
A = e+
 
erL1   e rL 1

dx+ + L0dr (287)
A =  e+  erL 1   e rL1 dx    L0dr; (288)
where the horizon is at r = 0 and e+ =
q
2L
k
, where L is proportional to the mass.
The metric of the black hole is
ds2 = 4e2+
   sinh r2dt2 + cosh r2d2+ dr2: (289)
The value of the entropy of the black hole is obtained by the Bekenstein-Hawking formula
S =
A
4G
=
4k2

; (290)
where  is the inverse Hawking temperature  = e + .
We now show how to derive this by the conical singularity method. If we keep the
connections xed but identify the time coordinate as t = t + i then we introduce a
conical singularity in the metric for  6= 1. This can be seen at the level of the connections
by evaluating the holonomies around the imaginary time circle,
e
H
A =

cos  ie r sin
 ier sin  cos 

; (291)
e
H
A =

cos   ier sin
 ie r sin cos

: (292)
For a nonsingular metric we need the holonomies to be in the center of SL(2,R), which
requires  to be an integer.
Now we would like to evaluate ICS[A] for this connection. We proceed by regularizing
the connection, evaluating its action, and then removing the regulator.
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It is convenient to use a rescaled Euclidean time coordinate T , t = iT , so that the
coordinate periodicity is xed as T = T + 1 . In this coordinate the singular connection is
written
A = iAtdT + Ad + L0d A = i AtdT + Ad   L0d; (293)
and the corresponding singular metric is
gTT (S) =  1
2
()2Tr
 
At   At
2
(294)
g(S) =
1
2
Tr
 
A   A
2
: (295)
There are various way to regularize the connection. For example, consider
~A =
At
u(r)
(idT   cd) + (cAt + A) d + L0d
~A =
At
u(r)
(idT + cd) +
  c At + A d   L0d; (296)
where c is some constant. The connections (296) are regular provided u(0) = . We also
demand u(1) = 1 so that we go back to the original one at the boundary. A and A are
unchanged because we are working on the gauge where A = L0; A =  L0.
Below we x the value of c that appears in the connections so that the regularization is
consistent with the regularization of the metric (274). The metric components gTT (R) and
g(R) of these regularized connection near the tip r  0 look like
gTT (R) =  1
2
2Tr
 
At   At
2
(297)
g(R) =
1
2
Tr

c
 
At + At

1  1


+
 
A   A
2
: (298)
From these expressions one notices how the metric components change by the regularization.
In particular, in the BTZ case,
gTT = gTT (R)  gTT (S) = 2(1  )gTT (S); g =  2c(1  )g(S): (299)
We used the property of the BTZ connection at r = 0, namely, At + At = A   A. As in
the metric case (274), we demand that the volume of the torus located at r = r0; r0 << 1
be held xed. In this case, c appearing in the regularization (296) has to be 1.
Now that we have specied the regularization, we can compute the action ICS[A] of
the singular conguration via regularization. As we are only interested in terms which are
proportional to (1  ), we only have to calculate the R TrA ^ dA term, since the A3 term
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is proportional to  and vanishes in (279)
k
4
Z
TrA ^ dA = k
4
Z
Tr [(At + A)At] ^

  u
0(r)
u(r)2
dr

^ idT ^ d + Ireg
=  ik
2
(1  )Tr [(At + A)At] + Ireg; (300)
where Ireg denotes the terms which are proportional to . Similarly,
k
4
Z
Tr A ^ d A =   ik
2
(1  )Tr (  At + A) At+ Ireg: (301)
Since the Euclidean action is related to the Chern Simons actions via iIE = ICS[A] ICS[ A],
we derive the expression for the entropy of the BTZ black hole by using (279),
S =
k
2
Tr [(At + A)At] +
k
2
Tr

( At   A) At

(302)
=
4k2

:
The result reproduces the Bekenstein Hawking formula (290).
This result can be generalized to the rotating BTZ black hole. In this case we have
both an inverse temperature  and the angular velocity of the horizon 
. These can be
combined to form  = i
2
(1+
) and  =   i
2
(1 
). For the Euclidean black hole,  plays
the role of the modular parameter of the boundary torus. Repeating the above analysis for
this case we nd the result (see Appendix B)
S =  2ikTr [A+ (A+   A )]  2ikTr

A 
 
 A+    A 

; (303)
which indeed yields the correct entropy of the rotating BTZ black hole.
Although this result was derived for the BTZ black hole, since the formula does not
make any specic reference to this solution we propose that it holds more generally. It
is not obvious that this is a correct assumption. In particular, in the above argument we
didn't consider all possible regularizations of the singular connection, and the argument
for setting the constant c = 1 is not entirely compelling. Furthermore, the connection
representing BTZ is not of the most general form. Fortunately, we can check that the
result is correct by verifying that it obeys the correct rst law variation. We carry this out
in the next section.
10.3 Derivation from the rst law
In the preceding section we have motivated a simple expression for the entropy of a higher
spin black hole. In this section we wish to verify that the result is indeed correct, and can be
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applied to general higher spin black holes. Our main tool is the rst law of thermodynamics:
in the thermodynamic limit the entropy is dened to be the object whose variation satises
the rst law, and so if we can establish this property then we are done.
To keep the discussion as general as possible, we consider a theory with an innite tower
of higher spin charges, (W2;W3; : : :), where Ws denotes a spin-s charge. Here we focus on
just the \holomorphic" or "leftmoving" charges, but everything we say has an obvious
parallel on the anti-holomorphic or rightmoving side. Each conserved charge has a corre-
sponding conjugate potential, and we denote these as (2; 3; : : :). We will interchangeably
use a dierent notation for the spin-2 versions: W2 $ L and 2 $  , which are identied
as the holomorphic stress tensor and modular parameter.
Following [108] we think in terms of an underlying partition function of the form
Z = Tr
h
e4
2i
P1
s=2 sWs
i
: (304)
The right hand side has a precise meaning on the CFT side of the AdS/CFT correspondence,
but here is just being used as a mnemonic for motivating the form of the rst law. Namely,
we have
S =  42i
1X
s=2
sWs : (305)
Next, let us recall the general rules for constructing higher spin black holes, and iden-
tifying their charges and potentials. We work in the context of hs[] hs[] Chern-Simons
theory, and recall that upon setting  = N this theory reduces to SL(N,R)SL(N,R)
Chern-Simons theory. In fact, it will become clear that our derivation will apply to any Lie
algebra with an SL(2,R) subalgebra, which includes hs[] as a special case.
The Lie algebra hs[] has generators V sm, with s = 2; 3; : : : and m =  (s  1); : : : s  1.
An SL(2,R) subalgebra is furnished by V 21;0. The trace operation obeys
Tr(V smV
t
n) / s;tm; n (306)
and in particular we write
Tr(V ss 1V
s
 (s 1)) = ts : (307)
Another useful fact is that V 21 V
s
s 1 = V
s
s 1V
2
1 = V
s+1
s .
As is standard we write the connection as
A = b 1ab+ b 1db ; b = eV
2
0 (308)
with
a = azdz + azdz : (309)
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Note that we are working in Euclidean signature. The component az is taken to be in
highest weight gauge [98]
az = V
2
1 +
1X
s=2
csWsV
s
 (s 1) : (310)
The constants cs are xed by demanding that the charges Ws obey the algebra of W1[].
In particular, c2 is xed to be
c2 =
2
t2k
: (311)
Next we need to specify az. To dene a at connection it has to commute with az,
which can be satised by taking az to depend on powers of az,
az =
1X
s=2
fs+1(az)
s

traceless
(312)
where fs are coecients. The s = 1 term is absent, since it can be removed by redening
the coordinates (z; z). Noting the property (V 21 )
s = V s+1s we can write
az =
1X
s=2
fs+1(V
s+1
s + : : :) (313)
where : : : denote generators with small value of the lower mode index. Restoring the 
dependence, the leading terms displayed above give the leading large  behavior.
The coecients fs are xed by the holonomy conditions. The Euclidean black hole has
coordinates identied as (z; z) = (z + 2; z + 2) = (z + 2; z + 2). Assuming constant
a, the holonomy around the  cycle is
H = e! ; ! = 2(az + az) : (314)
A smooth solution is obtained provided H lies in the center of the gauge group, which
requires that ! has certain xed eigenvalues. We can impose these conditions by requiring
the Tr(!n), n = 2; 3; : : :, take xed values; for instance, for black holes smoothly connected
to BTZ, we demand that these traces coincide with their BTZ values. These equations are
in one-to-one correspondence to the free parameters fs, and can be used to x their values.
The constants fs are proportional to the potentials s appearing in the rst law. This
was originally shown by a Ward identity analysis [108]. As will become clear momentarily,
the relation is
fs =   2
kcsts
s

(315)
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so that we have
az =  2
k
1X
s=2
s
csts
(V s+1s + : : :) : (316)
The holonomy relations can now be used to express the potentials s in terms of the charges
Ws, or vice versa.
Written in terms of the holonomy, the candidate entropy formula is
S =  ikTr(az!) (317)
together with its anti-holomorphic partner. We now verify that this obeys the correct rst
law of thermodynamics. We have
S =  ikTr(az!)  ikTr(az!) : (318)
However, it is easy to see that the second contribution vanishes. The condition that the
traces of ! take xed values implies that ! = [!;X] for some X. Using this, along with
[az; !] = 0, which follows from the fact that ! is built out of powers of az, we readily verify
Tr(az!) = 0. The variation of az is
az =
1X
s=2
csWsV
s
 (s 1) : (319)
Inserting this and taking the trace yields
S =  42i
1X
s=2
sWs : (320)
as desired.
Without doing any computations, we can establish that our entropy formula will agree
with the results obtained in [108, 111, 112, 113, 115]. This is because those computations
were based on solving the holonomy conditions and then integrating the rst law variation.
Here we have shown that if the holonomy conditions are imposed then our entropy formula
obeys the correct rst law variation. Therefore, it must agree with previous results.
Let us make some further comments. In the original work [108] it appeared somewhat
miraculous that that the rst law variation could be consistently integrated; this required
verifying the integrability constraints, which turned out to follow rather non-transparently
from the holonomy condition. Our discussion here removes the mystery surrounding this
procedure. In particular in (318) we see very explicitly that if the holonomy is not kept
xed then S will acquire an additional unwanted term. This makes it clear that one should
x the holonomy in order to obtain the desired rst law. Note also that any xed holonomy
will do, in terms of satisfying the rst law.
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Another notable point is that our derivation extends essentially automatically to to
an arbitrary gauge group containing an SL(2,R) subgroup. Simply decompose the the
generators into irreducible representations of SL(2,R), and denote the generators in a given
representation as V(i)
s
m
, m =  (s   1); : : : s   1, where the i label takes into account the
multiplicity of a given representation. Note though that in our discussion we took the index
s to obey s > 2, which leaves out the singlet; including the s = 1 case is straightforward.
For some gauge groups, such as SL(N,R) with N > 2, there are multiple inequivalent
choices of SL(2,R) subgroups, and these lead to the existence of black holes with dierent
asymptotics [110]. From the CFT point of view, these correspond to thermal states in CFT
with dierent W-algebra symmetries. Since nowhere in our computation did we assume a
particular SL(2,R) subgroup, it should be clear that our entropy formula applies to all such
cases.
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11 Conclusions
In this thesis we studied various dynamics of black holes in anti de Sitter spaces by using
holography.
In the rst original part of this thesis we discussed a systematic gravity realization of
quantum quenches of 2d CFTs. In the construction we introduced a spacetime boundary
into bulk geometries. The spacetime boundary is the gravity counterpart of a boundary
state in CFTs[56, 54, 55], which represents the initial condition of the quantum quench we
consider. The location of the spacetime boundary in the bulk geometry is determined by
pulling back the spacetime boundary in the Poincare AdS3 by the bulk extension of the
associated Lorentzian conformal map.
The introduction of a spacetime boundary means that when we compute holographic
entanglement entropy, we need to consider an extremal surface which ends on the spacetime
boundary as well as boundary of the subsystem, in addition to a conventional connected
surface which only ends on the boundary of the subsystem. We called the surface as
disconnected surface. We saw phase transitions between the connected surface and the
disconnected surface explain the whole time evolution of entanglement entropy in a quantum
quench holographically. Especially the length of the disconnected surface captures the early
time behavior of entanglement entropy in most of all cases. We also found that when
subsystem is an innite interval, the time evolution of entanglement entropy is entirely
explained by the length of the disconnected surface in all quantum quenches.
We consider several examples as applications of the construction. We saw that a par-
ticular inhomogeneous quench is dual to a spacetime in which two black strings merge into
the third black string. Except junction points, they are in local equilibrium and the tem-
perature of these strings explain the behavior of entanglement entropy. We address the
relation between the local quench in 2d CFTs and shock wave geometry. We saw that the
location of the shock wave determines the area of both surfaces.
In the second part, we considered a two dimensional global quench of a Dirac fermion
on a cylinder. The result shows that the von-Neumann entropy is always vanishing and the
coarse-grained entropy Seff is oscillating as a function of time. This oers us a clear toy
holographic dual of a formation and decay of black holes, which is free from the information
loss problem. We interpreted this fact as the successive productions and annihilations of
quantum black holes. We also studied the behavior of two point functions and conrmed
that they support this interpretation. We found that the two point functions cannot be
zero and is periodic in time which shows some recurrence of our free system.
In the nal section we obtained a formula that computes the entropy of a general
stationary higher spin black hole in 2+1 dimensions. Although the notion of an event
horizon is somewhat vague for black holes in higher spin theories, we do have a denite
notion of a conical singularity in terms of holonomy. A Euclidean black hole with the period
of the timelike cycle dierent from the inverse of the Hawking temperature is an example
of a conguration with a conical singularity. Then the eld strength of the conguration is
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delta functionally divergent at the singularity. It was recognized [119, 120, 121, 122] that
only the contribution from the conical singularity to the action is necessary to reproduce
the entropy of the black hole.
With this point of view in mind, in this part we developed a method to calculate the
contribution of the conical singularity to the Chern Simons action, by carefully regularizing
the connection. We used this result to compute the black hole entropy. In the end we nd
a general formula 303 An advantage of this method is that since only terms with radial
derivatives in the action have a chance to produce a delta function like divergence, it is
sucient to evaluate the
R
A ^ dA term in the Chern Simons action. We don't need to
care about other terms, such as boundary terms, which should be taken ito account when
evaluating the total free energy of the black hole. More precisely, since these terms are all
proportional to  (decit parameter), they vanish in (279).
This statement is equally true in the metric formulation of Einstein gravity. When
we evaluate the free energy of the asymptotically at Schwarzchild black hole, the bulk
Einstein-Hilbert action vanishes and we have to take into account the Gibbons-Hawking
boundary term. On the other hand, when we compute the entropy of the black hole by
the conical singularity method, we only have to evaluate the contribution of the conical
singularity at the tip to the Einstein-Hilbert action. Since the entropy only depends on the
local geometry of the horizon, it is ecient to use a computational scheme that makes this
fact manifest.
There are several outlook for future study. As we have seen, an AdS eternal black brane
corresponds to the thermoeld double state ji = Pn e En jnijni of boundary theory. In
theWN minimal model one can consider thermoeld double states perturbed by higher spin
chemical potentials, ji = Pn e En Wn jnijni, where Wn denote higher spin charges of
the state jni. It would be interesting to consider the gravity dual of thes states. Since the
event horizon of higher spin black holes are gauge dependent, usual analytic continuation of
black holes do not work. One need to develop a gauge invariant way of the continuations.
A related problem is calculations of boundary retarded green's functions from higher spin
black holes. Euclidean two point functions in the presence of higher spin chemical potential
were holographically computed in [114]. Again the problem is to nd appropriate boundary
conditions for scalar elds in the absence of event horizons.
There are interesting time dependent black holes, which have peculiar Penrose diagrams
[129, 130]. It would be interesting to consider time evolution of entanglement entropy.
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A Basis of SL(3;R) generators
We use following basis of SL(3; R) generators
L1 =
0@ 0 0 01 0 0
0 1 0
1A ; L0 =
0@ 1 0 00 0 0
0 0  1
1A ; L 1 =
0@ 0  2 00 0  2
0 0 0
1A
W2 =
0@ 0 0 00 0 0
2 0 0
1A ; W1 =
0@ 0 0 01 0 0
0  1 0
1A ; W0 = 2
3
0@ 1 0 00  2 0
0 0 1
1A
W 1 =
0@ 0  2 00 0 2
0 0 0
1A ; W 2 =
0@ 0 0 80 0 0
0 0 0
1A (321)
The trace of these matrices are
tr(L20) = 2; tr(L1L 1) =  4; tr(W0W0) =
8
3
tr(W1W 1) =  4; tr(W2W 2) = 16
(322)
We also use "tr" which is the quarter of the matrix trace when evaluating Chern Simons
action[98].
B Entropy formula for general stationary black holes
In this appendix we derive an entropy formula for general stationary higher spin black holes.
An example of a stationary black hole is a rotating BTZ black hole. The connection of the
black hole is given by
A =

eL1   e 2L
k
L 1

dx+ + L0d (323)
A =  

eL 1   e 2
L
k
L1

dx+   L0d
with L 6= L. The event horizon is located at
e2+ =
2
k
p
L L: (324)
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The entropy of the black hole is given by
S =
A
4G
= 2
p
2Lk +
p
2 Lk

: (325)
In the corresponding Euclidean conguration, the modular parameter  of the boundary
torus contains non vanishing real part,
 =
i
2
(1 + 
) =
ik
2
1p
2kL ; (326)
where 
 is the complex angular velocity. Since lines  =    
t = const are contractible
cycles, it is convenient to write the connection as
Atdt+ Ad = i (At + 
A) dT + Ad
= 2 (A+   A ) dT + Ad: (327)
We introduced a rescaled Euclidean time coordinate T which satises t = iT and T = T+1.
The holonomy around the contractible cycle is derived by integrating the connection
along the line  = 0. When (326) is satised the holonomy lies in the center of the gauge
group. Suppose we replace  !  appearing in the connection and vary  away from 1
while the relation T  T+1 is kept xed. Then the connection develops a conical singularity
and the holonomy becomes nontrivial. To evaluate the action, we have to regularize the
connections. It turns out that the connections
~A =
1
u(r)
(2 (A+   A ) dT   Atd) + (At + A) d
~A =
1
u(r)
 
2
 
 A+    A 

dT + Atd

+
   At + A d (328)
are the right regularization because they do not change the volume of the torus located at
;    + << 1 for the rotating BTZ black hole. By evaluating the
R
A ^ dA term and
taking the derivative in terms of , we get the nal expression,
S =  2ikTr [A+ (A+   A )]  2ikTr

A 
 
 A+    A 

: (329)
It is straightforward to verify that this yields agreement with (325).
C Formula for quantum quneches
here we summarize the general formulas of quantum quenches. As discussed in section 2,
a quantum quench is specied by an associated Riemann surface  with boundary or the
conformal map which maps  into half plane. LetW(x) be the corresponding Lorentzian
map derived by a Wick rotation.
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The time evolution of entanglement entropy in CFT side is given by
SCFT (l1; l2; t) =
c
6
log

W+(l1 + t) W+(l2 + t)
 
W (l1   t) W (l2   t)

+
c
6
log

W+(l1 + t) +W
 (l1   t)
 
W+(l2 + t) +W
 (l2   t)

  c
6
log

W+(l1 + t) +W
 (l2   t)
 
W+(l2 + t) +W
 (l1   t)

  c
6
log a2
r
dW+
dx+
(l1 + t)
dW 
dx 
(l1   t)dW
+
dx+
(l2 + t)
dW 
dx 
(l2   t)
; (330)
where a denotes UV cut o of the CFT. The contribution of the connected surface to the
holographic entanglement entropy is
Sc(l1; l2; t) =
c
6
log

W+(l2 + t) W+(l1 + t)
 
W (l2   t) W (l1   t)

  c
6
log a2
r
dW+
dx+
(l1 + t)
dW 
dx 
(l1   t)dW
+
dx+
(l2 + t)
dW 
dx 
(l2   t)
: (331)
The contribution of the disconnected surface is
Sdc(l1; l2; t) =
c
6
log

W+(l1 + t) +W
 (l1   t)
 
W+(l2 + t) +W
 (l2   t)

  c
6
log a2
r
dW+
dx+
(l1 + t)
dW 
dx 
(l1   t)dW
+
dx+
(l2 + t)
dW 
dx 
(l2   t)
: (332)
D A Derivation of Two Point Functions on Cylinder
Here we would like to present an explicit derivation of two point functions (180) on cylinder.
We work in the description of a massless scalar eld X via the bosonization of the Dirac
fermion. We set 0 = 2 in string theory convention and follow [82] about the notations of
the mode expansions of a scalar eld and the denitions of theta functions.
We employ the complex coordinate (y; y) on the cylinder dened by (179). In the
operator formalism, the scalar eld is quantized as usual
XL = xL   ipLy + i
P
m6=0
m
m
e my; XR = xR   ipRy + i
X
m6=0
~m
m
e my;
where the commutation relations are given by
[xL; pL] = i; [xR; pR] = i; [m; n] = mn+m;0; [~m; ~n] = mn+m;0: (333)
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At the compactication radius R, the momenta are quantized as follows
pL =
n
R
+
wR
2
; pR =
n
R
  wR
2
; (334)
in terms of the integers n (momentum) and w (winding). The (un-normalized) two point
function of the normal ordered vertex operator V(kL;kR) =: e
ikLXL+ikRXR : is written as
follows
hV(kL;kR)(y1; y1)V( kL; kR)(y2; y2)icylinder
= hBje 2HV(kL;kR)(y1; y1)V( kL; kR)(y2; y2)jBi: (335)
The Hamiltonian is given in terms of the Virasoro generators as H = L0 + L0   112 .
D.1 Neumann Case
The boundary state jBi for the Neumann boundary condition [89] is given by
jBiN = N e 
P1
n=1
1
n
 n ~ n
1X
w= 1
jwi; (336)
where N is the normalization factor whose explicit value is not necessary for our purpose.
For bosonization procedures in the boundary state formalism, refer to [90].
The zero-mode part of (335) can be calculated by using the Baker-Campell-Hausdor
(BCH) formula as followsP1
w= 1hwje 

2
HeikL(xL ipLy1)+ikR(xR ipRy1)e ikL(xL ipLy2) ikR(xR ipRy2)jwi
=
P1
w= 1 e
 R2w2
4 e
R
2
(kLw(y1 y2) kRw(y1 y2))e
k2L
2
(y1 y2)+ k
2
R
2
(y2 y1): (337)
The massive modes can be computed by employing the BCH formula, leading to the
identity
h0je ^^zeaL^+aR^ebL^++bR^+e ^+^+j0i = 1
1  z  e
aLbL+aRbR aLaR zbLbR
1 z ; (338)
where we assume the commutation relation [^; ^+] = [^; ^+] = 1. Especially we can perform
the calculations for massive parts by taking z = e n and
aL =   kLpn(e ny1   e ny2); aR =   kRpn(e ny1   e ny2));
bL =
kLp
n
(eny1   eny2); bR = kRpn(eny1   eny2); (339)
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in (338). By expanding (1   e n) 1 = P1m=0 e 4mn and changing the order of the sum-
mation w.r.t n and m, eventually we can factorized the result into  functions. The nal
result is given by
hBje 2HV(kL;kR)(y1; y1)V( kL; kR)(y2; y2)jBiN
= N 2
hP1
w= 1 e
 R2w2
8 e
R
2
(kLw(y1 y2) kRw(y1 y2))
i
 1
( i2 )


( i2 )
3
1( y2 y12i j i2 )
k2L


( i2 )
3
1( y2 y12i j 2i )
k2R


1( y1+y12i j i2 )1(
y2+y2
2i
j i
2 )
1( y1+y22i j i2 )1(
y2+y1
2i
j i
2 )
kLkR
: (340)
After we substituting the values (179) and the twisted vertex operators (177) at the free
fermion radius R = 1, we nd that the second line of the above expression is rewritten asP1
w= 1 e
 w2
2

 
i
2
 = 3  0j i2+ 2  0j i2

 
i
2
 ; (341)
where the rst and second term are interpreted as the NS and R-sector of the Dirac fermion.
Therefore it is equal to hBje 2H jBi and can be neglected in order to nd the normalized
two point functions as we did in (175). In this way we obtain the result (180).
D.2 Dirichlet Case
For the Dirichlet boundary condition, the boundary state is given by
jBiD = N e
P1
n=1
1
n
 n ~ n
1X
n= 1
jni: (342)
By repeating similar calculations, in the end, we nd the two point functions
hBje 2HV(kL;kR)(y1; y1)V( kL; kR)(y2; y2)jBiD
= N 2
P1
n= 1 e
 n2
2R2 e
n
R
(kL(y1 y2)+kR(y1 y2))

 1
( i2 )


( i2 )
3
1( y2 y12i j i2 )
k2L


( i2 )
3
1( y2 y12i j i2 )
k2R


1( y1+y12i j i2 )1(
y2+y2
2i
j i
2 )
1( y1+y22i j i )1(
y2+y1
2i
j i
2 )
 kLkR
:
After we substituting the values (179) and the twisted vertex operators (178) at the free
fermion radius R = 1, we nd that the second line of the above expression is rewritten asP1
n= 1 e
 n2 
2

 
i
2
 = 3  0j i2

 
i
2
 ; (343)
which includes only the NS-sector.
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